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Thanks to those students and faculty who caught the spirit of response and contri- 

buted last year, VIEWPOINT is beginning its second year of publication. To two- 

thirds of you, we need no introduction -- we were a widely circulated and, we hope, 
widelyiread journal last.wear.. Wor this, we the editors thank, you. 

For the remaining one-third, allow us to introduce ourselves. VIEWPOINT is a 
journal of opinion. It seeks to be a sounding board for intellectual and spir- 

itual "give and take" on the campus. We do not seek polished, journalistically 
perfect articles, but rather personal opinion voiced in simplicity. It has a 

broad scope -- international affairs, campus controversies, political and social 

respons bid Huy peshonbesitories;spoebry,-andythe, like, 

VIEWPOINT is published only as often as current and pervinent issues arise. 

Therefore, our goal can only be achieved if those who have opinions -- YOU -- 

eontinue *to#speak up. You may prefer to voice your opinion. in the.form of 

a brief letter to the editor rather than in a formal article. 

Contributions can be made to any one of the undersigned or at the Office of 

theyDirector of Student Publications, 115 Hodge Hall. 

Dwyn Mounger David Wills Ted Scott 

John Galloway Howard Friend 



THINK, ACT, VOTE 

by 

Jan M. Jemison 

As a grandson of one of the pioneers, Senator Barry Goldwater is trying to revive spirit 

and patriotism among Americans. 

Communism is a-power which must be faced realistically. A force whose aim is to 

conquer and rule. "As long as Capitalism and Socialism exist we cannot live in 

peace; in the end, one or the other will triumph--a funeral dirge will be sung 

over either the Soviet Republics or over world Capitalism.: - (Vv. I. Lenin) 

Why don't we take heed to what is so clear? The basic Communist doctrine and 

aim is published for all to read. Hitler wrote "Mein Kemp?" in jail 10 years 
before his rise, in which he outlined his plan of attack - no one took heed. 
None of our Prisidents, so far, and very few of the men in the U..S. Government 
today are taking heed to something that is so openly deciared. How long will it 

take for us to realize Lenin's plan: "First, we will take eastern Europe then the 
masses of Asia, then we will encircle the U. S. which will be the last bastian 

of Capitalism. We will not have to attack. It will fall like an overripe fruit 

into our hands.” 

Senator Goldwater approaches Communism with a solid, strong and unyielding position; 

not appeasement, as our foreign policy has been and is now. Appeasement in the 

following situations has caused great gains for the Communists; China - failure 

to aid Chiang Kai-shek, the anti-communist force; Korea - failure to move forces 
in against the communists and destroy their supply lines; The Hungarian Revolt - 

failure to aid the plea of the Hungarian people after they had driven the 

communists out (which lasted for 5 days before the Communists re-entered); Cuba - 

failure of the State Dept. to recognize Castro as a Communist when positive proof 

had been presented and failure to aid the Cuban Nationalists after aid had been 

promised (Bay of Pigs); Laos- failure to aid Boun Oum, the anti-communist force; 
noe Berlin Wall - allowing it to be built; and the Congo - failure to aid Tshombe who 
was anti-communist and the stupidity of aiding Lumumba, who was a practicing Communist. 

These are a few and the most publicized cases where we were too lax in our foreign 

policy. Senator Goldwater is against disarmament since we have no proof of the 

Communists disarming. Why should we make ourselves weaker? 

-— As far as Senator Goldwater's domestic policies are concerned, I am sure his 
stand on Civil Rights has been misrepresented, misinterpreted and mispublished.. 

Senator Goldwater did not vote against the Civil Rights Bill because he is 

against the Negro - but because he is against taking individual rights away from 

you, the people (in the Public Accomodations Section of the Bill, which states that 
you have no authority over who may enter you establishment whether he be purple, 

green or blue.), which is against the Constitution of the United States. Mr. 
Goldwater advocates equal rights for all. Did you know that as chief of staff of 

the Avizona Air National Guard right after World War II, he helped bring about 

integration in that body? He also assisted in the desegregation of restaurants 

and other facilities in Phoenix by local option and the Goldwater business were 

one of the first to be desegregated at equal employment for equal pay. 

Social Security is protection for the aged and many people have their own private 
pension plans, savings, investments, etc. for old age. Social Security was never 
intended to replace voluntary programs; it was meant to supplement them. Why try 
to enlarge a It is unnecessary. Benefit payments exceeded receipts by $687,000,000 
in fiscal 19603. 

it i . ° e x Exsremism" is one word which has been over-used in some circles when discussing 
Senator Goldwater. Back in 1776 the known "extremists" were the 56 men who 



assembled in Philadelphia from the 13 colonies to sign the Declaration of 

independence, led by the Princeton Presbyterian clergyman, John Witherspoon. Have 

you ever wondered what happened to some of these men who gave their lives for 

freedom? Five were captured and tortured by the British, nine fought and died of 

injuries, twelve had their homes burned, two lost their sons in battle and another 
had two sons captured and tortured. This is the price of freedom and some of you 
have the nerve to call it "Extremism." All this was against cousin England whose 
tyranny was childs play compared to the sweep of Communism across the world today. 
Senator Goldwater's view on all issues is clear and logical. He is against a 

large remote Federal Government that runs everything, that doles out welfare, 
unemployment, medicare and poverty bills to-all. Though this, the initiative of 

the people to work is drained. Our country grew with a commitment to a government 
of the people,.by the people, for the people and not of the government, by the 
government, for the government. 

"Society cannot leap into Communism from Capitalism without going through a 
Socialist stage of development. I am convinced that tomorrow the Red Flag will 
fly over the U..S. But we will not fly the Flag. It will be the American people 
themselves." - (Nikita Khrushchev) 

Goldwater and War 

by 

David Wills 

The fact that the present election offers a genuine and significant choice is nowhere 
moze evident than in the realm of international relations. The alternatives which 
confront the voter in this regard focused quite sharply a week or two ago in the 
pages of the New York Herald Tribune--and other papers--when David Lawrence and 
Walter Lippmann both devoted their columns to Barry Goldwater's attitude toward 
war. The contrast could hardly have been sharper. 

lawrence addressed himself to what he regarded as the very unfair propaganda against 
Goldwater to the effect that he was a "warmonger", This term, he contended, had 
been so rudely applied to the Republican candidate that it was a nearly hopeless 
task to attempt to repudiate it before the election. Nonetheless, Lawrence sought 
to clear the air by quoting large portions of a televised Goldwater--Hisenhower 
interview, during which Ike assured Barry that he at least, knew that the Senator 
was simply facing the basic realities of world policies. This reality is, in brief, 
that the onlu way to maintain peace 1s to let the Communists know that the United 
states will not tolerate aggression but will oppose it by force wherever:.and when- 
aver appears. 

lippmann, on the other hand, joined the title "warmonger" quite appropiate and 
traced its applicability to what might be termed Goldwater's "ultimatum theory" 
of intermational relations. The Senator, Lippmann argued, simply refused to acknow- 
ledge that the rest of the world really exists and that it must be in part adjusted 
to, Rather, when confronted with any resistance to the American positions, Barry 
responds by urging an ultimatum be sent: the Vietnamese war was to be ended by 
Gi ultimatum to China; Cuba was to be freed by an ultimatum to Castro; the Berlin 
wall could be toppled by an ultimatum to Khruschev; and so on down a long list. 
Such a policy, Lippmann contended, will inevitably push the United States into 
facing the choice between a flatfooted retreat or a declaration of nuclear war. 
Johnson, Lippmann contended, has better sense than this! 



wh 5, 

What is the res ble American Christian to say to these arguments? It seems 

to me that roe inane: position is unacceptabie on the grounds of common 

sense and the perspective of the Gospel. A simple understanding of human nature 

ought to be enough to tell us that corel nations will not tolerate being ordered 

about by the American President--regardless of che milivary strength at his command. 

As Lippmann points out, Americans are nos tne only breed of men who would rather 

fight a hopeless battle than give in. Moreover, an ultimatum is a clumsy weapon 

since, as mentioned above, it limits sharply the user's own freedom of action. 

Thus making impossible those delicate adjustments of national interest by which 

the world survives from week to week. And, Goldwater's policy leaves the communist 

world no alternative to war other than wholesale capitulation. The communists will 

not capitulat e at President Goldwater's command and Goldwater, of course, will not 

"appease"them.. Where does that leave tne world? 

From the perspective of the Gospel, Goldwater's stand is even more unacceptable. 

To put it briefly, a vote for Goldwater means as least in part that before Christ 

we believe it better to see the earth in rubble than the communist movement ex- 

tended any further.. How can we justify this? What are we defending that is so 

precious as to make it worth the risk of destroying God's creation? As I will 

attempt to show in the next edition of Viewpoins, i% is BOF really liberty that 

Goldwater is guarding, so the famous "extremism statement does not apply. Thus, 
the question remains: what is the theological justitic Saen for this purposed 

~ 2 ‘ +a | 

American militarism? This is the question "Goldwater Christians” must answer! 

* * * * * * a * + % 

Ed Pennell 

First frost usually comes around the third week in September in these parts, but 

I guess the good weather put it off somewhat this year. All that sunshine during 

the days and no moisture to get under your skin, the frost just didn't seem to get 

a chance, but then it worked itself up and rained for two days and the best part 

of the third and: that seemed to take the stuffings out of the last part of summer. 

OG This afternoon it.didn't really look like the clouds were going to clear, what with 

the sun just barely able to peer around the edges 2rom Woe tO time, but about an 

hour before sunset some blue appeared and then the clouds that were still running 

along the hills turned a beautiful red--not the kind you see at the end of a hot 

summer's day that promises another hot summer's day to follow-=but a dark and 

brooding red as if the clouds were saying they'd be back. But promises or no they 

went, and after supper when I went out to the barn you could feel a slight nip in 

the air. The animals seemed to feel it more than I did--not the cold so mich, but 

the change. The cows had bedded down as usual but didn't really seem ready to go 

to sleep; the old mare blew air through her lips and whinnied as if she wanted to 

run across the hilltops while the young colt stamped its little hooves in nervous 

pprehension of some thing new and perhaps threatening. 

( 

8) 

didn) tothink. mich shouts i ote 

hings so rapidly, or perhaps I just 

another year had gone by, so I just rul 

and swung the door to behind me 

years so by you don't notice 
admit that the best part of 

S nose, turned the lights off 

S a 

(cont. on last page) 



COME CREATOR SPIRIT... 

bv 
v 

James Andrews 

(Mr. Andrews, the Assistant to the President, was the North American Press 
Contact at the 19th General Council of the Worl. Presbyterian Alliance 
in Frankfurt am Main, Germany this summer. a workings and documents 

of this conference will be of interest to the student body when they are 

Peep sheds ksversunts year. (Of particular Pade oe will be the discussion 
‘“-~"on October 29th in which Dr. James I McCord ané Rev. Walter. Wagoner 

Wil lecake aecritical lookeat the meeting within bie larger convextu,of 

the ecumenical movement. ) 

The aftermath of any major ecumenical meeting includes the necessity of eveluation. 

Did the long months of careful planning and advance study produce the kind of program 

desired by the leadership and needed by the church-at-large? Was the body of dele- 
gates sufficiently representative, and sufficiently able? Are the results useful to 

the participating churches in helping them meet the problems of their life in today's 

MOE Tosa es the meeting worth its cost in money? . 

PALL of these questions remain to be answered with the Closest. ‘the 19th General Coun- 

Sitesi! of the World Presbyterian Alliance, held August Bea in Frankfurt , Germany. 

There are other questions, too, in an age marked by the search for Christian unity. 

Does such a meeting contribute to the ecumenical movement? Do confessional organiza- 

_,vions help or hinder the work and the epeas on ule World OREN of BEES | and its 
“Supporters? ; 

There st no doubt that Frankfurt, 1964, was the most successful meeting in the history 

Oty “the: world family of Reformed churches. In pares eseuse se loeo 1 Sscuss Lome. and docu- 

merits are on-a qualitative level with those of the three great meetings of the World 

Council of Churches, with the possible exception oe Mu SEER meeting in Amster- 

dam * in n 19h8. 

Certainly the documents coming out of the 19th General Council vary in quality and 

useiulnessss Bua the, church,sorathe congregat ! ton, “that cannot gain value from the 

study of such a paper as the report on "The Redemot ion of the World" by study section 

four is indeed a moribund SPency rot sulle gospel. 

Less clear in its value is the report of study section one on “The Remaking of Man.” 
Tn attempting to produce a paper that would be theological ly deep and creative, the 
section came up with a good case study of the inability of large meetings to blaze 

new trails in theology. The report is a good one, especially in its emphasis on the 

nature of the new man in Christ, and in its insistence on the fact that God's Spirit 

works ‘beyond Human eSurucvures,, ever peyonds vie Churctt. Bice. concludes with the 

“admission that today's Christians cannot yet understand how the Spirit works, nor 

where might be the boundaries of His people. 

A mistake to try? No> not necessarily “sit is evident cto most’ followers of the ecu- 

“menical movement that the theme of the New Delhi meeting of the World Council, "Jesus 

Christ, the Light of the World, was chosen in part becatise it was felt unwise to 

Pioeasvenuuresinvo ableretelavor pneumatology. Amsterdam had dealt with God the Father, 

Evanston studied the Son under the title "Jesus Christ, the Hope of the World. It was 

time for someone to take courage in both hands and tackle the least understood area 

of theology--the nature and work of the Holy Spirit. 



That the World Alliance of Reformed Churches would set "Come, Creator Spirit” as 
a theme for its 19th General Council indicates the maturity of the body, and its 

willingness to step into an area so little defined that the theme itself is a prayer 

for the guidance of God. That study section one should end its report with a recom- 

mendation that Alliance member churches report evidence of the work of the Spirit 

in human renewal, reconciliation and in the remaking of man is an indication that 
God is still beyond the limits of human structures and human formulations, and must 

be sought where He chooses to be at work. 

Frankfurt, 1964, stands as a plea for Christianity to engage in a massive, never- 
ending "God hunt.” In corporate worship, in private devotional life, in daily work, 
in relationships with other people, in the pilgrimage toward Christian unity, the 

leading of the Spirit of God is to be taken seriously. Human convenience, established 

procedures, not even the sacred cows of operational efficiency and financial economy 

may be considered adequate reasons for avoiding the indicated will of God. 

One lingering ghost may be safely laid to rest as the rise of a new emphasis upon 

the witness 'of, and to, the Holy Spirit is noted. World confessionalism, properly 

controlled and utilized, is no threat to the ecumenical movement nor to the World 

Council of Churches. It is true that some confessional families have erected large 

staffs and organized major programs that parallel the World Council establishment. 

Perhaps it is sinful pride, but we like to think that the World Alliance of Re- 

formed Churches, with a total world staff of seven people and a yearly budget of some 

$60,000, has a better perspective on the obligations of a particular denominational 

family. 

And, having gone on record at Frankfurt with a pledge to undertake only those projects 

and programs which cannot be done through the World Council of Churches, and having 

stated its official intention of going out of existence as soon as the ecumenical 

movement is developed far enough to take over all of its work, the Alliance can be 
safely counted as a prop for the walls of ecumenism, not a battering ram at its door. 

On the basis of this understanding of its responsibilities, the 19th General Council 

concentrated on: The need for Christian unity at the local ievel, the crisis in 

racial justice, the rights of minority churches, the dialogue with Rome, and the 

intimate connection between worship, personal commitment, and daily life. 

"The separate existence of divided denominations in one city, town or village" came 
under heavy attack. "To be complacent in the face of this situation is a sin,” 
said the report of the study section dealing with "The Calling of the Churches To- 
gether." The General Council went on record as saying "we recognize that ... there 
is only one Church ... and the present disunited state of the Church is sinful." 
The report also concerned itself with denominationalism as such, calling for con- 

tinued efforts to achieve a united Church on the same basis that created the Refor- 
mation--"a new understanding of the Word of God." Implicit in the report was the 
recognition that the ecumenical movement, in its formal structure, seems to be losing 
momentum, and that only the dedication of people in particular localities could 

achieve the next step of ending tocal rivalrtes. 

The newer theological emphases on the need for reconciliation were clearly evident in 
the report on "The Redemption of the World." Every area of human life and endeavor 
was set forth as a field for evangelism by the report, which not only refused to 

limit the mission of the church to man's "so-called ‘spiritual needs'" but insisted 
that international affairs, racial hatred, and the nature of the ministry and the 
laity were the areas where Christians were called to witness today. 



A genuine joy over thenew climate in Roman Catholicism and over the widening range 

of relations with Catholics marked the 19th General Council's statement on Roman 

Catholicism. But while the delegates welcomed the current situation, and called for 

increased efforts to achieve common worship, study and social action with Roman 

Catholics, the report on minority churches and religious liberty reminded the Alli- 

ance member churches that there are still evangelical Christians in trouble from an 

intolerant majority. 

Economic pressure, restrictions on religious witness: , isolation from social and poli- 

tical structures, and outright persecution are still experienced in some settings, 
from both Roman Catholic and Greek Orthodox majorities as well as from non-Christian 

religions and governments. 

A strengthened program of research and study into the foundations of the Reformed 
faith, including the publication of basic documents in various languages, will con- 

tinue to be a major element in the Alliance's work. The possibility of a foundation 

to encourage Reformation studies was suggested, and it will be studied by the De- 

partment of Theology during the next year. The emphasis upon the Reformed faith was 

strong, and the delegates voted to favor the term "Reformed" over "Presbyterian" in 
speaking of their world organization and in discussing the heritage they share. 

The major reports of the General Council are already in the mail to key persons in 

the member churches. A pamphlet for group study in local churches will be widely 

available within the next few weeks. By the end of the year the full published 

volume of the work of the 19th General Council will be ready. 

But not even by that time will it be possible to judge this meeting that drew 413 

full delegates, 124 other active non-voting participants, and another 100 staff 

members to the banks of Germany's Main River in August. 

The meeting will be judged on -the seriousness with which churches, congregations, 

and individual Christians approachethissrenewed ical lsforva Tite in*obeditence to the 
leading of the Holy Spirit. It may be that in the final analysis the key question 

is whether or not the members of the Reformed family can refine their unique witness 

to a point that will permit them to take that faith, whole and undiluted, into the 

world that is beyond the church. Because that is the world that Frankfurt, 1964, 

dealt with. That. is the world where a new, united Christianity will be established. 

That is the world from which the Creator Spirit is issuing today's call to "come over 
1 

and help us. 

* % % * * * * % x x “ * % % * 

"Beyond the Two-Story Universe: 
the Shape of Things to Come” 

by 

David L. Beck 

One of the most significant events in theology during the last twenty years has been 

the decisive efforts of the scholar-descendents of Dietrich Bonhoeffer to expose the 

inadequacies and current irrelevancies of a "two-story universe" within contemporary 
theological thinking. The vision and effort of Bonhoeffer and his descendents in 
this struggle to meet the currents of the twentieth century world can only be ap- 

plauded. In this article it is the principle which they uncovered and for which they 

have not received proper recognition, that I seek to utilize and illuminate: the 

necessary, essential link in man's thinking between his conception of the universe and 

the type of physical structure he lives in. Before World War II, two-story frame 



and brick houses predominated across Western Christendom and the two-story universe 

was in the order of things, a harmonious part of the entire world view. After World 

War It, however, the day of the two-story house was over. Suburbs sprang up almost 

out of nowhere and the dominant idea in domestic architecture was the one-story, 

flat-roofed, ranch-style house, a structure with an almost unlimited horizontal dimen- 

sion and an almost non-existent vertical one. In those days it was the only course 

of theology to discard the cosmology of the past and develop a new, one-story, ranch- 

style concept of the universe. Anything which the Church nad kept upstairs now had 

to come down. The very success of the venture in church thinking ramified the validity 
of the principle behind it all: the universe is always most relevant when conceived 

in terms of one's house. 

The Church, however, cannot rest upon its laurels. We must face the hard facts of 

our continued existence in a world undergoing radical change. We know that within 

our Lifetime we shall see a population explosion of such proportions that it shall 

affect and alter every aspect of personal and social life as more people form larger 

societies and are forced to live in more confined areas. Urbanization has yet to 

become the total transforming force that will blossom throughout the world within the 

next fifty years. We will all be changed. The burning question for the Church today 

is "How can our theology be relevant to the coming urban generation?" To wait until 
the crisis is upon us would be catastrophic. We must begin radically preparing to 

radically change the concepts we use in our theological pursuits. It is possible, using 

the principle uncovered by Bonhoeffer and his descendents to move beyond our present 

world view. Although the results from our present viewpoint may appear a bit~-bizarre 

at first glance, the logic that attends the results occurring when this principle is 

applied will be quite evident. 

When the structure of man's existence is completely urbanized and he is required to 

take up residence within the forest of skyscrapers composing the new cities, there 

will be in the course of time only one concept of the universe that can be considered 

relevant to his perception of reality: a universe of au lease fitcvy stories =witn a 

penthouse on top. No concept of the universe structured on a smaller scale will be 
adequate in providing the context for the communication of the Christian message. 

A fifty-story universe, I must hasten to add, is still simply an experimental pro- 

jection which may prove useful until more empirical data is received concerning the 

precise nature of the coming city civilizations. The number "50" is actually a 
random selection. The Church would probably want to hold a council to determine the 

exact number. They might choose, for example, the sacred number "49" (7 times 7, 
the year of Jubilee) or the sacred number 70. The only requirement which must be met 

is that "49" be an absolute minimum. A universe conceived with less than forty nine 
stories would prove inadequate and irrelevant to any civilization enjoying apartment 

buildings of 80 to 100 stories in height. 

The penthouse on top is also a serious part of any future concept of the universe 

which is to be true to the Faith. There may be some, of course, that will argue for 

a radio tower such as the one on top of the Empire State Building instead of a pent- 

house. Their argument would be that such a tower expresses both the transcendency 
and the immediacy of God by suggesting a deity above and beyond, yet as close as your 

pocket transistor radio. Karl Barth's emphatic statements concerning the relation 

of God to His creation, however, rules out the radio tower and demands the penthouse. 

Barth establishes heaven as part of creation along with esrth and defines heaven as 
"the place in the world from which God acts to and for and with man." Barth firmly 
underlines the necessity of such a concept of heaven by saying "Without this special 

place of God...there obviously could be no genuine intercourse between Himself and 

man." (Church Dogmatics TII/3, 51.2 p. 432) The place from which God carries on 
his work within creation cannot simply be the top story since this lacks the element 

of mystery and uniqueness which "the special place of God" demands. The penthouse 
theme is the only realistic way of communicating to future generations the terminus 
& guo of divine activity. 

(Continued on the last page) 



ONE PERSPECTIVE ON THE LIFE CYCLE OF MR. SEMINARTAN 

by Kenneth Ralpn 

is article is autobiographical. But the Mr. Seminarian I present for 

you here 1s not gust me; for my peer group tells me that this is also a description 

of them. Accept then, please, this tentative analysis of what happens to a man 

wnen he enters a seminary like Princeton, A theological life cycle for the seminarian 

has three parts. In. the first stage he is. inquisitive. Secondly, he grows negative. 

Stage three makes him serious. 

pLegerOne: Wereresthe: Inguisitive Men. 

chevPirso part of ourscyele could be*called theological, adolescence. The new frontier 

of biblical learning beckons us with its irresistable challenge. We respond with 

Pobec (CmUnucerped cMereves std sexciLemenn Of Dre-scultnoou.. J vesmarker place or 
ideas now becomes our natural habitat. Like Socrates we have more questions 

than answers. An inquisitive itch has taken hold of us. We want knowledge and 

we want it fast. 

fe, a Siuuaciton 

al processes. 

ontent to 

Before very long we begin to dialogue with our past religious Lif 

which stimulates ‘even further. the now almost speeding intellectua 

For some this interaction with the past means adding depth and CO 

intellectual life. If we arrive here as 'light half-hearted believers of casual 

creeds’ the temper of the school.encourages us to more substanre and conviction. 
If on the other hand we arrive with a well rounded belief system ae chances are 

high that before long we will. find ourselves involved in a proper tour of inspection. 

inis sifting the faith of our fathers may lead us to several conclusions. For 
example we might find it a healthy “faith. [But.we may discover a few areas that 
Sre suspect... On the other hand we might: find for ’the-first>-time-that this faith 

is more our fathers than our own. That discovery can make us mad with our fathers, 

whoever they were. Or it can lead us to:a healthy reconstruction plan. The point 

: am making is this: the interaction. that takes place between seminary learning 
enc) theyraith we-bring, to seminary can only serve to accelerace our mental life and 

noueemen our inguisitive impulses. Stage one in the cycle is the inquisitive 

tage. 

a 

Notice also that this stage is not without pain. Changes hurt and this new 

school has necessitated a number of adjustments. New relation iships have to be 

housed. selLaecolos calechanges are occurring, = (elect Witietrishtenine speed. 

Religious commitment is affected. Perhaps one's whole attitude to existence 
is under review. And notice an important factor: we no lo Coe e r have the close 

h siple to establish the 

same kind of relationship with a new church.. So we will won to “find new media of 
care, support and Christian comradeship. Such adjustment will take time and will 

HUT s 

~ 
03 r PenonGe SUDDOnLOL as lLocaLacongressuion.. ltbewill nov be: po 

eo a 

Ga wage two: We are the Negative Men. 

eiewsccondsyear eke ised wo arCilumper OC MeCUC@CVCLe see tnigm ce LIe = L cous 
get somewhere period.’ If you like, it is the young aduit stage. We look for 

results and answers in this stage. We want this whole thing we sre working at 

to work for us and for others. 

The key note about this stage however is its anger. This oo Ene yeareiror being 

negative and ornery. You will not find any animal more argumentative than the 
second year theological student. A negative spirit has cr a into 



his system. The second year man is liable to be a protester, either against the old 

order in the church, or the new order without. If you hear someone declaring that 

the "church has never thought through a sound position on... .", or ‘It is long past 
time for us to rethink our stand on. . .' then ten to one that man is in the second 

stage of our cycle. What he should be saying is that HE has never thought through 

such and such a position: 

The prophets of revolution find fertile soil for their seeds among these active and 

angry men. Have you noticed that revolutionary talk is second year talk? The promise 

of tangible result appeals to this man. A program of action attracts him. But the 

same talk finds little spark of response in the first or third years. The climate that 

accepts this talk and these messengers is found in the middle year. 

Needless to say I am not kicking the second year man. A few months ago I was one. 

His particular kind of behavior has its particular causes. For one thing this is the 
year that many of them crystallize their rebellion against their past. At this stage 

many cross over to a radically new way of understanding human and divine existence. 

In the second place it is in the second year that we see the effects of losing touch 

with the world of people and relationships. Our rightful attention to the world of 
ideas has its occupational hazards, one of which is a temporary paralysis of.some of 

those very human qualities like affection; respect, empathy, love, understanding, 

In other words the ideological takes charge for a while putting one out of step with 

the world of human relationships. In the third place it seems to me that there is a 

grave danger in this year of allowing impulses of religious devotion and commitment 

to dry up. Many graces of the Spirit quit us for this period. it is, here that) one 

prays often: “Lord, take not thy Spirit from me." I guess that is a plea for help 
more than anything else. In all this I am suggesting that some basic things get 

out of place in the second year, that perspectives get warped and reactions tend to 

take on a negative note. 

Stage three: We are the Serious Men. 

As a new senior, I obviously cannot say much about the last stage of the cycle. But 

it seems to me that the summer has a mellowing and sobering influence, The agitation 

of the second year is replaced by a moral seriousness about things. The near pro- 

mise of graduation and possible leadership responsibility obviously injects deeper 

concern into the ‘situation. Also the two previous years have had their cumulative 

effect. Reflection and experience under God's good He final hand have produced 

a degree of maturity and competence to cope with the issues of personal faith and 

leadership of Christ's people in the world. 

at 7 

way i?) Conclusion : Clearly enough this analysis is too clear tO De Ure 27 Ore all on 

us. But I hope that there is a core of perceptiveness about this tentative explana- 
tion of our behavior in these years. If there is any hates in the general overall 

pattern then I suggest it is helpful to be aware of it. If you wish, use these com- 
ments as possible guideposts to some of the pabns you will tread during these seminary 
days. Finally, can I invite us all to talk out some of the influences and changes 

that are taking place in and upon us with some «ii ovr fellows. We owe this to each 
other. For in the last analysis we grow to mature Christian manhood not through 

what we hear in the class room or read in the library, but through the influence of 

our peer group. That is why we owe it to each other to help each other. 



Beyond the Two-Story Universe by David L. Beck (Con'd.) 

There would be, of course, no need to’ expect av detailed knowledge of what might be 

going on upon any particular story other than our own. Apartment dwellers Lack an 

interest in any activity beyond their own immediate level as it is. At the same time, 

a few floors could be left vacant in our thinking for any other forms of intelligent 

life that might be encountered in the centuries to come, together with a few top 

floors allotted to the angelic societies. A place in theology could be found for 

the angels again (who have had a pretty TOUS MbIMEEOL hums luceavhe ys weremkicked out 

of the old top story of the pre-World War II universe.) 

As we begin this new quest tor relevancy, ab) is ’to berexpected thats some Christians 

will feel smugly content in their one-story, ranch-style universes, and refuse to 

accept the necessity of re-adjusting to a late twentieth century cosmology of the type 

gust described. It is necessary to be sympathetic yet firm with such conservatives 

and to point out that by failing to keep ini step with the times they are guilty of 

new-pietistic irrelevancy. A conference of theologians and architects should be 

called in the near future in order to prepare the Church for the coming architectural 

structures and forms which shall mold our thought. It would be most beneficial if a 

course in the "Architectural Dimensions of Theology" could be given at Princeton 
Seminary together with a course dealing with "The Christian in the post-ranch-style 

World" at some time in the near future. In this exciting period of expanding thought, 
it is our great privilege to glance beyond and to recite with the Church Expectant, 

the Credo of coming generations, "The Universe is the Lord's, and the stories thereof.. 

* * * * * 

First Frost, by Ed Pennel. (Con'd.) 

Along about nine-thirty I tossed aside the half-read paper, grabbed my wool shirt 

and went out again, and by then even I could feel the change. The nip in the air 

had become a real chill, and as I opened the back gate the doe feeding on windfall 

in the orchard started and disappeared in the pine thicket leaving nothing behind but 

a half-eaten apple and a startled look. And then there was moonlit silence with 
nothing to disturb it but the persistent gurgling of the creek and my breathing 

which had of a sudden taken on a visible aspect. 

Pyremenmber when) wastaukid-what eaethrid Mal foot out ofebeingeab lento see my) breath 
and how I'd take Pa's pipe when he wasn't looking and pretend I was smoking. I guess 
It remember it because, in spite of the years, Autumn makes children of us all in the 

same mysterious manner that Spring makes youths of us all. Seeing the fuzz around the 

edge of the moon that isn't quite fuzzy enough to call it a halo, and having to blow 

imLe mvenands: tO ward Ott a chill thateisni uaquite as, bad as eywikesto thinksit is has 

an effect like nothing else--sort of as if to say, "If you're as ready for The Change 

as allthat, “you can't be such an old dog:after all.” 

5o I checked the animals to see if they were all right, as if there were any chance 

that they wouldn't be, and grabbed an armful of cordwood in case it got colder, as I 

knew it wouldn't, noted with pride, as if it were my work or my possession, the mist 

beginning to gather in the corners of the bright window panes, and before going in de- 

cided that tomorrow I'd get out the storm windows as protection against the snow that 

won't come for another three months. 

1 



ATITANT IC Ci 

by 

Steve Richardson 

(Steve was one of eleven Princeton Seminarians who joined members of the local 
NAACP in Atlantic City in a door-to-door voter registration drive. David 

Wiley, the chairman of the group, gave the following reasons for the project: 

"First we were invited to come to Atlantic City by the NAACP. Second, we 

thought this was a good opportunity for several of us seminarians in the 

academic world to come to live, work, and learn form a community whose pro- 
blems of poverty and racial discrimination we have not experienced. Third, 

many of us in the churches have begun to discover tnat we must take active 

steps to seek justice for and with our neighbor before we can expect men to 

love one another and to love God.") ; 

Atlantic City was two white guys, one a Johnson supporter, the other a Gold- 

water supporter, standing together in a Negro bar asking pecple to register to vote. . . 

Atlantic City was discovering deep class barriers within the Negro community 

as middle-class Negroes described their surprise at seeing how the "other half ~ 

1 Yea? eee 
. Atlantic City was a Negro man playing drunk until he realized that the white 

man at his door was not an enemy but a friend. .. or maybe a friend. . . because 

Atlantic City was also a white man wondering whetner maybe his friendship came 

tOO Wate. oe" 

Atlantic City was a white minister summing up the racial situation in his 

community by pointing out that any Negro who felt discriminated against was paranoid. . 

But it was also subtly restrictive residential areas, a wnite Presbyterian 

Church (all Negroes welcome, they just don't want to come) and a deep-lying hos= 

tility among Negroes which must have some cause. 

Why do you keep talking about Negro and white in Atlantic City, someone will 

say. Because in Atlantic City it makes a difference whether you are Negro or white, 

and any attempt to work together there which tried to gloss over that fact would 

havembeen unrealisti cis.) . 

But not everything was in terms of black or white as the seminarians and the 

local people grew together. Atlantic City was young people strolling along the 

Boardwalk after canvassing voters. It was also people marching in a voter registra- 

tion parade handing out information to onlookers. 

There was -humor in Atlantic City because life is full of humor. Atlantic City 
was a white student unwittingly calling on a Black Muslim Mosque to ask the occu- 

pants to register to vote. It was a fiery Roman Catholic woman in a lively debate 

with a Jehovah's Witness concerning the kingdom of God and the morality of voting. 

And it was a white canvasser profusely apologizing after mistakenly asking a Negro 

man for a second time whether he was registered and being told, "That's all right, 
man, we all look alike." 

Yet the humorous incidents may serve to highlight the problems. The Muslim Mosque 

equals in members :the neighborhood:.Presbyterian Church. One's personal understanding 

of the kingdom of God and the need for choice between ambiguous possibilities are 
central in the thinking of anyone who considers such a work as voter registration 
in Atlantic City. As for the mistaken idenity--that may be the whole problem of 
alienation in a nutshell: we don't recognize each other or understand each other: 

or know each other. To unite men across these barriers is part of the reason that 

Jesus came. It was in an attempt to demonstrate this truth and to participate in 
the power which it unleashes that seminarians went to Atlantic City. The task now 
is to try to understand what happened there and to explore further the possibilities 
of such a response. 

A meeting will be held Friday, October 9 at 4:30 p.m. in Stephenson Lounge for all 
Students and faculty members who are interested in explo g che possibilities of 

n a, 

rin 

areas of Christian social action such as the project in Atlantic City. 
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",..every voter, as surely as your chief 
magistrate, exercises a public trust." 

--Grover Cleveland 
Inaugural Address 

March 4, 1885 

CAST YOUR BALLOT RESPONSIBLY! 

--The editors: 

Dwyn Mounger David Wills Ted Scott 

John Galloway Howard Friend 



RIGHTS: CIVIL AND FAR 

by 

Richard BiijioGc. 

Although the article in Viewpoint("Think, Act, Vote") by Jan Jemison was rambling, 
emotional and not altogether clear, both she and her political hero must be dealt 
with, precisely because they are there. David Wills did an admirable job in his 
article "Goldwater and War," thus I am confining myself to these topics. 

"Goldwater...is against taking individual rights away from you, the people..." 
writes Mrs. Jemison. He has also come out for State's rights, so the problem 
becomes: what are "rights?" No state defends its own little plot of ground in 
an invasion of our country, but becomes part of a national force. Roads between 

States connect, rather than end one-half mile from each other at the State line, 
regardless of who is displaced when they are built. No person can add onto or 

demolish his property without being subject to authority, and the most strictly 
segregated private restaurant in Birmingham will have to move if Alabama decides 

it wants to begin an urban renewal project at that spot. 

Two conclusions, then, should be obvious. First, life in community cannot 
allow an individual to have his own way in everything. Second, the subordination 

of individual desires cannot be based on a system of morality as well. Thus Mrs. 

Jemison is very happy in telling me my rights are protected by Goldwater's vote 

against the Civil’ Rights Bill. “My rights teresprotected. Bilt orsnGeb ib, ae ecg 

still eat and sleep where I choose. And if every restaurant and hotel owner obeys 
the law, there is still free competition. What fails to be protected are my pre- 
rogatives as a lily-white. 

To be sure, most of us in the Seminary community are white. However, for - 
those whose skin is of a deeper hue, I would like Mrs. Jemison to enlighten us just 

how their rights would be protected by BMG. His total appeal in the civil rights 
issue is to the selfishness that is in men: my rights, my neighborhood, my property. 
No where is there mention of the self-denial which must precede the establishment 

of any equality, precisely because this self-denial is at the cenre of what equality 

exists between the various other groups of American scciety. 

"If I were Negro, I think that I would be a little more patient." If he were 
Negro, nobody would give a darn what he thought. This is the very real problem 

that faces us as we consider civil rights in the election of 1964, and not the 
motivations of those in favour of more progressive legislation. 

Mrs. Jemison's idea of “extremeism" is interesting. Presbyterians will quiver 
excitedly at the reference to John Witherspoon. Unfortunately, we don't live in 1776. 

An assembly of men is meeting in 1964, led by ex-Presbyterian clergyman Carl MacIntyre, 
to sign and expound a declaration of hate and fear. Men are "killed," not by the 
British, but by the unfounded slanderings of Billy J. Hagis, while H. L. Hunt pub- 
lishes material of this same type through his own tax-free organization. This, too, 

is the price of freedom. 

Without being in exactly the same camp with the above, Goldwater seems to have 
acquired two of their tendencies. The first is their persecution complex, which 

deserves notice, but not discussion. The second is more important: the lumping 
of like-minded bretheren into the "good guys," and the separation of the others 
as the "bad guys:" conservatives us. liberals; "good ol'American" types vs. the 
college student, beatnik, etc;" capitalism vs. communism. This is incorrect theo- 
logically and historically. We are all "bad guys." Each, by himself and through 



es) 
his community, has a share in the corruption that permeates human life. 

America--just as individuals--cannot be idealized, but must be ldodked at 
critically. Her handling of many internal and external issues has reflected any- 

thing but a moral viewpoint. May it not be that Russia is to the U. S., like Syria 

to Israe} the "rod of God’s anger?" ‘ Two opposing positions result: the self-redemption 
of the far right vs. the probability of a judgment eminating outside the sphere 

of American politics. This, too, is an issue for "Goldwater Christians." 

THE WHOLE MAN 

by Lloyd W. Kinzer 

In his acceptance speech for the nomination as Republican candidate for Pres- 

ident, Barry Goldwater alluded to the “orderly but dynamic fulfillment of the whole 
man..." In the September2, 1964 issue of The Christian Century, William String- 
fellow asks, "Who is this whole man?" He then proceeds to rebuke the Goldwater 
anthropological philosophy. Mr. Stringfellow, however, has “isogeted"the senator's 
statements and has read into them spurious connotations. 

To get at the true meaning of the Goldwater philosophy, we need only look at 

the rest of the statement partially quoted above, "... and we see the whole man 
as the great reason for instituting orderly government in the first place." Here 
we see the basic reason for government, to serve man. Covernment was made to serve 
man, and not the other way around. It is when man becomes subservient to the 
government that the latter is anathema. He who governs best governs least. But, 

back to the whole man. 

Theswhole man Ts noc to be detined generically. The whole man 1s"a subjective 

concept within each person. -The one. thing all men have in common is a self image. 

Fach person sees everything in the perspective of his self image; everything he 

encounters is related to: himself. -Every individual has, along with his self image, 

a goal for that self. Everyone desires to succeed in that which is his ‘own private 

goal. Everyone's idea of his whole man is himself in relation to that goal. The 

man achieves his wholeness when he successfully reaches that goal. 

The fulftliment of the whole man is based first on freedom. In order for each 
Meteor sicceeCniimuncecUIMiMatlOnuOh ni sewnole selt ene mustebe! treerto seek nis 
ends. Mr Stringfellow imputes into Senator Goldwater's remarks that the whole 
man smi ultitled sclelyein the procuringsand: possession of property. “Accerding 

to Mr. Stringfeltow, Goldwater's wholé maf isthe "acquisitivé man." Well, this 
is not the entire picture. What.Senator Goldwater'is saying is. that man must be 

free to seek his whole self whether it be in property or not. The acquisition of 
property seems to be an evil practice to the learned lawyer. Mr Stringfellow uses 

the phrase, “idolatry of property." He accuses the Goldwater camp of being sinfully 
materialistic. “He wonders what “happened to the spirit of- the pioneers’. Well, I 
don't know when the pioneers were canonized as saints. It seems to me that a desire 
for property was a major motivating force of the Westward movement, and some of 
the pioneers didn't care how they got it! 

Mr. Stringfellow projects into the Goldwater philosophy the notion that, "If 
@man has no property he must be wasteful, self-indulgent, slothful or bereft of 

initiative..." Nothing could be further from the truth. Senator Goldwater's point 
here is that man should be free to acquire property as one means of fulfulling his 

selfhood, and that this freedom should not be hindered by a restrictive government. 

(continued on page 10) 



REASON, HUMANITY AND BARRY GOLDWATER 

By David W. Wills 

The basic and fundamental flaw in Goldwaterism is the narrowness of its con- 

cern. In a day when the policies of the United States government materially ef- 

fect the lives of all humanity, nothing less than a concern for humanity as such can 

be the ultimate rationale for an American political movement. Goldwater, Gold- 

waterites and Goldwaterism must all be indicted for their failure to respond reas- 

onably--much less imaginatively--to the fact of humanity. 

This is first of all evident on the international front. As I suggested in 

the last edition of Viewpoint, the Goldwater "ultimatum theory" of diplomatic 
relations is based on a refusal to recognize the true reality of other nations. 

This is foolish, because it leads to possibly fatal miscalculations about the 

resolution and intent of other powers, and it is morally unjustifiable because 

it is grounded on the fiction that it is right to enforce the best interests of 

the United States regardless of the consequences for the world. 

To say this does not mean that the United States must renounce totally her 

own national interest and seek to become a worker of global good: national gov- 
ernments cannot be identical with charitable organizations for a number of very 
good reasons. Rather we must simply acknowledge the fact that our interests are 

and ought to be placed side-by-side with those of other nations, and other blocks 
of nations, in the outworking of international settlements. In this kind of world, 

skillful diplomacy is that which achieves a stable balancing of the various national 
interests, an equilibrium where no one achieves too much or:too little. It is this 
understanding--rather than some weakwilled notion of "appeasement"--which underlies 
the diplomatic conduct of the present and previous administrations. It is between 

this perspective, on the one hand, and the reckless chanting of "why not victory" 
on the other, that we must choose in November. 

If Goldwaterism is unresponsive to humanity in general, it has also not dealt 

realistically with humanity in particular. The respect for individuals is linked 

inextricably to the cause of humanity, and despite all their protestations to the 

contrary, the Goldwaterites have not in fact taken up the defense of liberty in our 

time. Rather, they have carried on that grand old American tradition of prostitut- 

ing fundamental principles of national life in the defense of limited interests. 

It is the same sort of mentality which once extolled laissez-faire while urging 
higher tariffs and opposing all trade unions in the name of worker freedom which 

today tells us that Barry Goldwater is the true guarantor of our right to life, 

liberty and the pursuit of happiness. This fiction cannot be tolerated much longer 

in American life without the tragic consequence that we will become estranged totally 

from our historic roots. 

The fact of Barry Goldwater's apostasy from a true concern for the individual 

and his liberty is evident in the narrowness of his concept of freedom. For the 

senator, the whole question of personal freedom in our time seems to revolve 

around the economic relation between the individual and the federal government. Bas- 

ically he seems to feel that men are being violated either by having too much taken 

from them or too much given to them. The remedy for this situation would apparently 

be to alter the tax system and abolish the "welfare state." While the situations to 
which he points require continuing concern and investigation, it seems to me patently 

obvious that they do not represent the sole--nor even the major realm--in which the 

struggle between liberty and bondage is now taking place. Indeed, there are more 
crucial battlegrounds where the senator seems to miss the point of the conflict alto- 
gether. 

One prime example of this is in the area of crime and the due processes of law. 
Barry Goldwater has of late become a great opponent of crime and violence. The fear 

(continued on page 11) 



(5) 
THE SENATOR AND THE SCRIPTURE -- EMPHASIS NOT PROOF TEXT 

By Jan Jemison 

Senator Goldwater, as you know, is against the increasing concentrations of 

authority in Washington. He stands for individual responsibility and against regi- 

mentation. I will use a few passages from the Bible which show that God regards 

the individual as the prime unit of responsibility and object. of concern. 

ingthewNewslestamentmrbuke.. Chapvernel 5) fineverses.5-(, .1.5 che parable of the 

lost sheep. Aman has 100 sheep and looses one. He leaves the 99 in search for the 

LOSpmOne suuntULlEneeiinds eit > gandisrejorces when he locatessicay Heswas’ concerned 
about the one individual which shows that Gods concern is "with us as a person, 

as unique individuals." 

Another example in II Corinthians, Chapter 5, verse 10, which reads, "For 
we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ; that everyone may receive 

the things done in his body, according to that he hath done, whether it be good 

or bad." Each person will be judged individually. 

in’ Micah, Chapter 2, verses lcand-2, it says that the ruling class in Israel 

took fields and houses away from men by violence. The Bible says, "Woe to them," 
that the Government can take away the private property from the individual. 

The Bible commands us to do acts of charity. These acts are valuable because 

they relate individuals to each other and do not degrade the recipient by increas- 

ing his reliance on an impersonal "handout." Of course, the government must be 

concerned, but the methods currently in operation put a premium on shiftlessness 

and dishonesty rather than on helpfulness, temporary assistance and re-used crea- 

tivity. True charity revives rather than stifles individual initiative. 

A MANY SPLENDORED THING: 
THE AMERICAN RIGHT WING 

By John Galloway 

it is»the responsibility of the citizenry to become informed of the ideas and 
interests behind each-of the candidates running for the Presidency of our land. To 

do this we must read. Two books, which have already sold over two million copies 

each, are to be singled out particularly for their clear articulation of the modern 

Right Wing branch of American thought. These are: John Stormer's None Dare Call 

ay Treason--'The carefully documented story of America's retreat from ‘om victory; 

and Phyliss Schlafly's A Choice Not an Echo--'"The inside story of how American 

Presidents are chosen.” By word of understatement, both favor the Right, and, 

of. course,.Barry. 

The Right Wing is a many splendored thing, and it is rare that one volume can 

sum it up without omitting much of the Rightists' philosophy. Mr. Stormer's book is 

a somewhat lengthy attempt at such a summation. Mrs. Schlafly's essay is briefer, 

ean be read by even the slow reader-in two hours, sums much of the thinking of the 

Right, and’ ought’ to be read before the election. ‘She: very concretely enumerates 

LBJ's international boo-boos which have seen America retreating in every encounter 

with Communism all over the globe. Krushchev has said, "The United States will 

eventually fly the Communist Red Flag. . .the American people will hoist it them- 

selves." Since FDR recognized the Soviet Government in 1933, our leaders have 
steadily "sold-out" to Communism. Mrs. Schlafly thinks it time we took Khrushchev's 



phrase seriously. 

But rather than babble in a vacuum about the evils of Communism, the President 

of the Illinois Federation of Republican Women sets her thinking in an historical 

context. It is her thought that there has existed since 1936 a clique of very wealthy, 

very powerful men who have put their hold on banking and the press to good use, and 

have virtually dictated from New York the actions of the Republican Party. From 

1936 to 1960 they were in nearly absolute command. In spite of the party's frequent 

defeat, these men always came out with a winner. How? Very simply, because they 

wanted only to keep the Right Wing out of power. No matter which party won, these 

men would be happy if the new president upheld their interests by maintaining an 

entangling, interventionist, New Deal foreign policy. They lacked party loyalty, and 

took an interest in the Republicans only because the Democrats were assured of stay- 

ing away from the Right. Fortunately for the United States, Barry could not be bul- 

lied into cow-towing to these men,and an honest, grass-roots movement finally liber- 

ated the true Republican Party from the "America Last" policy of these Eastern 

"King-makers." 

But if this book articulates the Rightist's notions about stopping Communisn, 

and liberating the Republican Party from big Eastern power politics, it also stands 

as an example of the irrational method which attempts to lend credence to rather 

than honestly arrive at these notions. The reader is probably familiar with the 

Chinese method of brain washing. American soldiers were dooped in Korea by the 

Communists who were able to shatter the GI's confidence in all formerly accepted 

sources of information, and then fill the void with the pro-Red line. Though Mrs. 

Schlafly would be livid if she saw this comparison, I think it valid. The Right 

Wing apologist traditionally goes to great lengths to convince his readers that 

those reputable dispensers of political data are in actuality the tools of the 

forces of evil (in this case, Communism), and that we must turn from their lies to 
the truth before it is too late. How can the reader argue with this? The only in- 

formation he has to counter the Right has been written off as coming from malicious 

power mongers. In deference to the American Right Wing, I must point out here 

that, whereas the Chinese had. cunning at the root of their tactic, the Right. gen- 

uinely, I believe, has tear au’ the root Oi UNei rs. sou ceulewooCul Cele el lemsoile. 

Not unnaturally, the Right attacks the sources of information, to which we 

generally turn, for the simple reason that these sources make the Right look rather 

bad. Mrs. Schlafly repeatedly attacks the Luce publications, the newspapers (well 

known for their anti-Right leanings), the Gallop polls, and the majdrity of con- 

temporary historians among whom a leftist mood noticeably prevails. The Right 

Wing's distrust of intellectuals is now proverbial. In 1958 Richard Whalen 

remarked, "There are no conservative intellectuals." Mrs. Schlafly has written 
that "...civilization progresses, freedom is won, and problems are solved because 
we have wonderful people who think up simple solutions.... Barry Goldwater is the 

man who can cut through the egghead complexities...." It seems that the Right is 

now happy because their leader is a man who does not think that the world situation 

is complex. JI wonder. 

The Right lashes out at psychiatry; and well they should. A pamphlet entitled 

The American Right Wing explicitly calls the conservative's fear of Communism the 

“purest paranoid delusion.” The same has been said concerning the fear of the sources 

of information. Dr. Harry Overstreet, in Great Enterprise (1952), offers a very 

detailed statement concerning the dangerous mental condition prevalent at the right 
end of America's political spectrum. Conservatives are obviously a bit perturbed by 

this insult. Mr. Stormer writes, "Today, favoring aid to Communism is, to some, 
evidence of good mental health." Using reverse psychology, Stormer entitles his first 
chapter, devoted to the present situation, "Have We Gone Crazy?" And Mrs. Schlafly 
entitles her chapter on LBJ, "Who's Looney Now?" The Right Wing is touchy about psy- 
chology. In the February 19, 1957, issue of Look, Right Winger John Kasper stated 

that psychiatry was not only dreamed up by Jews, but that it was totally un-American. 

"The mental health program is also interpreted as a conspiracy, and often as one 
aimed directly at the Right Wing. This interpretation is found in articles by George 

(continued on page 11) 
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REFLECTIONS ON THE INTERSEMINARY CONFERENCE 

(Recently several Princeton students met with seminarians from the Maryknoll 
Roman Catholic Missionary Seminary and the General Episcopal Theological 

Seminary for worship and discussions. Since this was the first three-way 
meeting between the schools two OD the participants, Ted Wills and Yorman Myer, 

have been asked to publish their impressions. ) 

Proclaiming Christ To A Fragmented Culture 

by Ted Wills 

As one of the six Princetonians who took part in the General-Princeton-Maryknoll 
dialogue October 9 I have been asked to submit a short summary of my impressions. 

Tefind this diitticuit because: my impressions -of the overall conference are necessarily 

confused. Necessarily because the conference cdnsisted of a series of small (6 parti-.. 
cipants) group meetings held in the rooms of General students. There was no plenary 
session nor was there any set theme which all the groups were asked to discuss. 

For this reason my strongest impressions are those resulting from the small group 

session in which I participated. 

My impressions of this session are highly favorable. Our dicussion centered 

around the problem of proclaiming Christ to a fragmented culture. . Special emphasis 

was placed upon the relevance of the gospel to the quest for authentic community 

and individual integrity in a society of organization men and on the need for our 

proclamation to produce a liberating situation in which a genuine encounter of ~~ 

person with person can take place. -The fact that our discussion centered on 4 

matter of mutual concern created an atmosphere of unity which would, I believe, 
have been frustrated had we started immediately on a matter of conflict between 

the confessions. The choice of “mission” topics of this type impressed me as the: 
most fruitful place to begin if only because it brought us into a mutual confession 

of need for one another®s insights in relation to a specific crisis in our witness. 
Within this context, however, I believe we ought-notbe too hesitant about allowing 

honest liturgical and theological differences to emerge. An authenic encounter 

seldom creates a lowest common denominator consensus. 

Miyata jor cri ul Cism Oleuiis "conferences athaveitecalkled: ror nomcomnonm theme, 

Every group chose its own theme. I think this explains why some of our students 

felt themselves consigned to the sidelines of a Roman-Anglican discussion on the 

valueor high church liturgy. -Doubtlessly there was no conscious desire «ini these: 

groups to exclude the Princeton representatives. The fact that General-Maryknoll 

have been in dialogue for some time made it easy for the Princeton representatives 

to go unnoticed. Nevertheless a centrally determined theme designed to insure ~> 

participation by all groups could possibly have prevented this. 

A BEGINNING 

by Norman Myer 

Starts are difficult. Ask any senior in Dr. Beener's "Spoken Worl in Worship" 
practicum. Therefore we should not expect the beginnings of grass-roots ecumenicity 

will prove easy. But the discussions and fellowship at General Theological Seminary 
were a hopeful and helpful beginning, a step toward a more visible Unity of Christ's 
Church. 

The difficulties were all too apparent. Canterbury was looking to Rome with 

scarcely more than a passing glance at Geneva. Rome was most receptive to the over- 
tures of the Episcopalian brethern. Perhaps they found there the security of the 

relatively familian. In any event the Reformed tradition seemed somewhat out of 
place in the immediate situation. (‘continued on page 10) 



WHAT IS EVANGELISM? 

By Howard E. Friend 

Few questions are able to evoke such a wide variety of impressions and connot- 

ations as that of, "What is evangelism?" Some sense the perplexity that the quest- 
ion has raised for the church at large. The Board of Evangelism, for instance, lay 

in limbo for almost two years until the vacant directorship was recently filled. Even 

the "packaged Pentecost’ missed its annual production. Some feel that this is a 
question only for those of a certain theological perspective and that it doesn't chal- 

lenge them; "Evangelism is fine if you're interested in that sort of thing." On the 
other hand, some assume that this is a question addressed only to them; "Evangelism 
is our task and we have all the techniques." But this is a question, it seems to me, 
that must be taken seriously for all of us; if our ministry has lost its decisive- 

ness and urgency, if we have allowed the cutting edge of our witness to become 

dulled, then we have lost all semblance of relevance. 

My concern for the question, “What is evangelism," arises out of personal exper- 

ience. On the one hand, I find that my enthusiasm for evangelism is often out of step 

with my theology of evangelism, at least to the extent that I have been able to develop 

one. This must not be construed, as so many would seem to feel, as an excuse to set 

aside the concern for evangelism until the problem is settled. For instance, I am 

convinced that prayer is a reality, and we see our ministry against the foil of a 

continuing relationship to God that gives faith continuity and daily vitality; yet 

I have no theology of prayer: However, I do not suspend prayer life until I can 

scrutinize the problem and come up with sound answers. I pray and at the same time, 

seek to understand (reflectively) what prayer means. 

On the other hand, I find that my theology of evangelism, again only to the ex- 

tent that I have formulated one, is often out of step with my theology as a whole. 

For instance, I find my concept of conversion and the doctrine of the Holy Spirit 

to be in contradiction. I feel strongly the Biblical imperative to preach decisively; 

an imperative that demands commitment and decision--conversion in its fullest sense. 

Yet I feel, too; the import of the Calvinist’ doctrine of-the Spirit that. insists 

that only as Christ himself opens the human heart is there true faith. But again, 

the dilemma must drive us not to despair or indifference, but to a diligent and 

incisive consideration of our question, "What is evangelism?" 

It seems to me that there are three categories in which we may fruitfully 

consider the question, three areas of consideration that begin to open up the deeper 

issues at hand. These categories branch out into an infinite variety of relevant 

concerns that cannot be elaborated here but might be topics of further discussion. 

The form:of the categories is that of three sets of antitheses. which, as I.shall 

point out, are not in fact antitheses at all, but rather polarities that must 

maintain their tension if preaching is to be decisive. 

1. The Evangelist and the Educator: The main concern of the program of the 

church in recent years has been unmistakably that of education. The key words of 

this concern are growth, nurture, and curriculum; and its thrust is manifested in 

a concern for the relationship between people. This approach is best summarized 

in the words of the famous educator, Horace Bushnell: "It is possible for a child 
to grow up and never remember the day that he didn't know Jesus Christ as his Lord 
and Savior.” 

Yet this emphasis must be countered by that of the evangelist whose concern 
is with commitment. The key words here are response, confrontation and encounter, 

and it centers on the relationship to God. It stems from the conviction that 

there must be a radical reorientation in life, a distinct turning to God. He 
views the gospel as a force that grasps and demands in a radical way. 

This, incidentally, opens the whole question of the place of emotion in 
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preaching and in this case evangelism. Billy Graham points out that life is full of 

emotion: the tenseness of a close football game, the excitement of teen-age dancing, 

the joy or sadness of a motion picture. And if the church is to be a part of the 

life of people, it must share in life's emotions. But do we want the emotion of rel- 

igion to be as fleeting as the excitement over a touchdown run? Dr. Lapsley points 

out that growth in the life of a teen-ager is necessarily accompanied by a certain 

degree of conflict. 

This polarity between the educator and the evangelist is not an either/or. On 

the contrary, it is in the maintenance of the tension within the polarity that is 

necessary. As we nurture and teach, so we must at the same time confront and demand. 

2. The theological reducer and the theological expander: As a denomination 

with a rich confessional heritage, we know well the task of theological reduction. 

This is the process that seeks to peel away, to distinguish the essential from the 

peripheral, to separate the seed from the oak. It seeks to formulate the fixed 
content of the faith for instruction and discipline. Dr. Edward Dowey is presently 

chairing a committee commissioned to formulate a new confessional definition in 

terms of mid-twentieth century Protestantism; theological reduction is a continuing 

task. 

Yet«there is:a strong sense in which we are also theological expanders. Barth, 

who refers to theology as "notes in the margin,” keeps writing (as well we know!), 
and Calvin spoke of the "continuing reformation." We see the need for redefinition, 
recasting, reformulation--a continuous "moving toward" the truth. The more radical 
approaches of one such as J.A.T. Robinson would seriously question whether there is 

anything that is immutable in Christian doctrine. We all sense the inadequacy. of 
human language to capture eternal truth. 

Again, health is to be found in maintaining the tension within the polarity. 

We must on the one hand concede our humanity and see that our theological formula- 

tions, by definition, are always interim. Yet we must at the same time remain 

uncompromising with that which is essential. We must keep clearly before us the 

fact that we have a Lord to serve and a message to proclain. 

3. The evangelist as prophet and pastor: The evangelist is and must be a 

prophet.,) He brings to people a perspective, and with the perspective, a.con- 

(continued on page 12) 

October 20, 1964 
Mr. Howard E. Friend, Editor 
Viewpoint 

Princeton Theological Seminary 

Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Friend: 

The Princeton Blood Donor Service wishes to express its deep appreciation for 

the response at our Seminary blood typing session on October 15th. Sixty-eight new 

volunteers joined our program, bringing the total of Seminarians who participate to 
169. Anyone who missed us on the 15th is invited to contact the Seminary Blood Chair- 

man, Dave Danner, to arrange for enrollment. 

Since the inception of this service in 1949, it has provided for every blood 

need in the Princeton Hospital, a total to date of 17,021 pints of free blood. We 

look forward to a record-breaking year of Seminary participation--and your help is 

urgently needed.... 

Thank you all for your splendid cooperation, and congratulations to Dave for 

his successful recruitment. We know you all recognize the value of this...program. 

pinceneliy. 

Mus ack» Honore. J7..,» Director 
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The Whole Man by Lloyd Kinzer(Con'd) 

The most recent manifestation of the problem of the freedom of man under govern- 

ment is the civil rights controversy. Mr. Stringfellow's statement of this problem: 

"There has been in this country a recurrent and fiercely contested conflict between 
the sanctity of property and the dignity of human life..." There is an undeniably 
false dichotomy drawn in this statement, for the sanctity of property is one df the 

inherant dignities of human life. The prob#em is not between property rights andc 
human rights, but between two conflicting human rights, and to a man who's life 
and wholeness isvested in a restaurant which must support his family, it is diffi- 
cult to explain how another man's right to buy a sandwich in that restaurant takes 
precedence over his especially when the other man's entrance into his restaurant 

would put him out of business. Civil rights must come, but they cannot be legis- 

lated. You can not pass a law that will make me like you. We must have Givil 

rights not civil compulsion. 

President Johnson has declared a war on poverty. I hope he doesn't think he 

will win it. The Democr&tdcthink that they can solve the provlem of poverty by 
some kind of a panacea of socialistic Robin Hoodism. This is living in a dream 
world. I spent a summer in an Appalacian county in Kentucky where most of the *. 

population was on government relief. Wewere wuilding an addition*to the church 

and tried to get some of the men who were hanging around town to help labor. The 
answer we got was, "I can't work for you} the government will take ayéghech away." 
A giveaway program does not defeat poverty, it breeds it. Just like the situation 
in South Viet Nam where those for whom we are fighting don't seem to care, you can't 

help someone unless he wants to be helped. You can't win another person's battle 
for him unless he usin there fighting. You do not contribute to the wholeness 

of a man by giving him anything. I stood at the commodity center every month in. 

that Kentucky county and watched the bowed heads and ashamed looks as people lined 

up accept handouts. Behold the dignity of man?: But, in a way, I could not blame 
the ones goldbricRhing on government’ handouts. §0mething for nothing is always nice, 
but at the cost of destroying the whole man? Naturally, these people can not be 

allowed to starve, but let us not take their dignity away from them incentive to 

work as men basically desire to work. Give them jobs not government surplus flower 

and lard. 

Man in his quest for wholeness is becoming so stifiaéddby government that he 

is no longer free to seek his own destiny. Man cannot choose right unless he is 

also free to choose wrong. .Senator Goldwater does not advocate the abolition of 

government in the areas where collective. control and management is necessary. R 
Rather, he would have government serve man by leaving him free to seek his whole 

self. So, let us have government serve the whole man as it was originally meant 

to serve him by governing only in those areas where man cannot serve himself. " 

"Ecce Homo"- "Behold the (whole) man*" 
* * * * * 

A Beginning by Norman Myer(Con'd) 

Yet the place of our Reformed heritage itt such discussions seems to be clearer 
on reflection. We are compelled to talk with other traditions if we are true to 
our convictions that ecclesia reformata semper reformanda. Such a posture can be 

a helpful catalyst in the forward movement of ecumenical conversation. Our 
unique contribution first of all must be to be ourselves. In deed, the brightest 
spots at General were those moments when collars were torn off and the masks of 
the various traditions were removed. 

Such was the case when we worshiped together. If there was any single moment 
of real unity it came at the time the gathered congregation knelt during Evensong 
in the act of ' the common confession of sin. For many of us that was the highlight 

of the day. It may well be that whatever began at General began at that point. 
The difficulties were put in proper perspective as we recognized the nature of our 
disunity. Only a beginning, but may the Creator Spirit inform our continuing. 
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A Many Splendored Thing by John Galloway (Con'd) 

Todt which were read into the Congressional Record by Senator Barry Goldwater." (Amer- 

ican Right Wing. ) We won't even mention the problem raised by Barry's two nervous 

breakdowns. 

Unfortunately, such a: method does not..lend itself readily to good history. By 

denying the validity of information received from most reputable sources, some fairly 

incredible things can be said. Mrs. Schlafly can state boldly that FDR knowingly 

let Pearl Harbor happen so that we would have an excuse €0 go to war. This is a 

notion now ruled out by historians. But who trusts historians? The entire idea of 

the book, however, reflects rather shoddy thinking. It goes something like this: 

men in New York have power and money. They have interests overseas. They have an 

interest in politics. They want to see their interests preserved (an idea that is 

somehow supposed to shock us). They are Republicans. From 1936 to 1964 they have 
had someone in mind for the nomination. Until 1960, their boy was nominated. 

Except for politically naive Ike, their'boy generally got clobbered, although it 

can be argued that Dewey had to work at losing to Harry. From this information, 

and with the use of a mere modicum of facts and out of context quotes, an elaborate 
plot to sell us out is devised. Amazing: 

But perhaps the Right Wing's method is a symptom. Maybe their need to belittle 
intellect, to deny the authority of our.sources of information, to distrust histor- 

ians and psychiatrists are all ominous insights into the real composition of America's 
many splendored thing. 

* * * * * * 

Reason, Humanity and Barry Goldwater by David Wills (Con'd) 

of the federal government which weighs upon his cons¢ience in other contexts here 
seems to disappear, as the Senator implies that the Johnson administration is respone 

sible for variaus public outrages and that it. is time the federal government did 

something. Moreover, he has stalwartly labored to remove the obstacles that block 
the prosecution of criminals by attacking the Supreme Court for its “obsessive con- 
cern" with the rights of the "obviously guilty.” 

This course of conduct raises two questions: 1.If a true sense of humanity 
motivates the senator's concern about crime and the federal government's part in en- 

couraging it, why has he consistently opposed the battery of measures designed to use 

government resources to remove some of the causes of crime? 2.If a true concern for 

the individual in his freedom is the senator's overriding political motive, how can 
he cast the entire Anglo-Saxon legal heritage to the wind by the use of such a 
phrase as "the obviously guilty." Any one with the most rudimentary knowledge of 
how liberty is guaranteed in America should know that the defense of all free men 
begins with the defense of the guilty and that the curtailment of police power in 

this regard is the foundation of the free society. 

A second example of the shallow nature of Goldwater's defense of liberty is his 
refusal to see freedom in its economic dimensions except with reference to the fed- 

eral government. Why does this man never worry over the fact that an incredible 
amount of the nation's wealth is controlled by an incredibly small number of men? 

After Goldwater whittles the federal government down to size and perhaps limits 
the activities of unions, how will the individual American protect himself in the 

economic sphere? Anyone who understands the principles on which the American govern- 

ment was first constructed ought to know that the key idea was to avoid any arbitrary, 

unchecked centers of power. What is the senator's secret for protecting us against 

economic tyranny in his post-New Deal world? 

Finally, Goldwater's perspective on the civil rights issue gives every indica- 
tion that he simply has no concept of what indignities his fellow Americans are suf- 
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fering every day of the week. Moreover, his thesis that this trouble must be settled 

by transforming the hearts of men again shows his misunderstanding of liverty. 
Freedom, in America, is based upon law, upon inner feelings. No manys right to 
be treated as a person can be totally teft to the whims of his neighbor. The Negro 

has waited long--too--léng--for his appressors to repent; not they must be chastened-- 

and that means laws and the enforcement of laws. The Senator's present courting 
of segregationist sentiment in the South shows more clearly his understanding of 

liberty at this point than his good deeds in the National Guard. 

It thus becomes apparent that both in this understanding of the dynamics of 

international relations and his ideas on the nature of liberty, Senator Goldwater 
reflects a perspective on human life that is narrow and shallow. He refuses to 
take the peoplw of other nations seriously as human beings, and he insists on de- 
fining the meaning of liberty in his own land in such a restricted way that his 

election could mean only bondage to thousands of Americans. The sins of Lyndon 

Johnson, such as they may be, are not equal to these. 

* * * * * 

What Is Evangelism? by Howard Friend(Con'd) 

viction. He senses the needs of the people as well as the validity of Jesus 

Christ as the answer. Thus there is a necessary detachment and a certain in- 

cisiveness in his relationship to people. He must avoid being a prisoner of 

the situation that he might be free to be an influence in the situation. ot 

Yet he must not in this process lose sight of his pastoral concern. I have 

been frankly annoyed by the type of evangelism that assumes complete knowledge of 

my needs and then "hits me with the Gospel.” In questioning the integrity of his 
method, I at the same time find myself questioning the validity of his solution. 

Once again, it is the polarity that must prevail; if we allow the tension to 

fall limp, then we have sacrificed both legitimate concerns. There are two 

quotations that if taken seriously can serve to insure this polarity in our preaching. 

The first is from Goethe: "Give me your convictions for I have enough doubts of my 
own." We need uncompromising, decisive preaching. The second is from Martin Luther, 
writing in reference to the work of the Holy Spirit: "I can't...He can.” It is 
only as Christ himself opens the human heart that faith is born. 

In the interest of exploring this questdon and concern -- "What is evangelism?" 
-- the Evangelistic Fellowship is sponsoring a series of dinner discussions during 

the course of this year. -Several clergymen have been invited to open up various 

aspects of the total question: Howard Hageman will be discussing the place of 

liturgics in evangelism; Ernest Campbell will be discussing the evangelistic 
thrust in parish preaching; and several others. On Wednesday evening, November 4, 

at 6:00 p.m., in the small dinning room, Dr. James Iapsley will be discussing 
the "Psychological Dimensions of Evangeléam." A sign-up list will be posted in 
the C.C. foyer. 



EWPO 
mole? No. 3 

TacoOuGha Licmpesteseverols VSSueCS — VilLewDOlntenasmroundaitsells wargely 

medicated to the espression of contributor's interest in the recent pres= 

mential campaign. Jim Elliott, Jan Jemison,. Randy Nichols, Ted and David 

Wills, Lloyd Kinzer, John Galloway and others have contributed their political 

malues and insights. : Sincere thanks and appreciation for having done so. 

The campaign and Election Day are now history, however, the nation finds 

mtself still face to face with longstanding problems--social, economic, 

m219010us,4cechnological’ as’ well’ as: political?* -Werat™ Princeton fortour part 

eer coe personad, .ctheologicaly spiritual and other concerns related’ notonlysto 

mic Seminary but to continued involvement in our society and world. Viewpoint 

urges its readers to turn their attention to these concerns, and to contribute 

micir thoughts whether: in regular article-length, letter, or short paragraph 

meomes | We are proud of the quality of this work, and look forward to your 

Mentinued participation. 

Howard Friend David Wills Dwyn Mounger 

John Galloway PeceSCotte 



LEAF - RAKING 

by Ed Pennel 

The drought.started the leaves Co Cormngrearly thisesunmer;  jusce as 

Lt didsilast*vyeareandsthetvyear betore (hac ee tewas (SOut Ob Agia boaieat ed 

affair’ with justfa few browns andeyellows sour near che ends of the lamba 

but then we got that killing frost like we always do in the end of September} 

and now the trees are a cacophony of color. The old dogwood by the gate 

is blushing like a young girl, and that basswood across the Yoads"s seqin- 

nNingwsco,drep Wdlv. brown esaucers OL leavasm 

Alice vVsagarden ysore of caught atawitie that. frosts foo tt curnemesciie 

of the more tender leaves brown and discolored the edges of a few petals. 

Nothing really serious, but-—just) enough to..let-me know that _if there is 

anything I“want~saved)— the next} titer ail nave. to. COver nem got 1 Cian eee 

just enough to make tomatoes start turning soum as they seach ehegenasa. 

their season. Now that the. nights are getting longer the mums are starting 

to perk up as if to admit that they 2) fave to shake oucG the deaceanceo oon 

or get frozen out. 

Fall and Spring are so-much alike; the squirrels are-~chasing each other 

up and down the trees again; only difference is that last Spring they were 

just playing; sort of practicing for now, _When- chey’re not chasing, iereras 

acorns “200 bes buried ands i Oremea the ree arom oa vesm On cake. 

Tethinked!d eratherntbesesscuiiued abut ecUpDOsCei ita t lta) ee Ol mere 

busy andt@rakes them) upy;-Aliceswil Leshenesmes by Counc. te hersc lie keo 

telling® her thatethe, leavesears: good for jthes lawn and sthate snc .ouch maroc 
them ‘theret “"Shetsaysethat sthat*locksssiovenlyeaande have Melamine 

bargain. But there are worse jobs than. raking leaves; at least you cans see 

where you're making progress, and she's right, it does look better when 

you're done--even if it'll be just as bad tomorrow. 

I always make a:pile for the little EPikins Kids tovplay ine be orem: 

burn them. or throw them on the compost pile. And they love to carry ‘them 

for me; they make a game out of it seeing who can get more leaves into a 

basket, and of course that’s the beauty of -leaves--vou can alwayvsiigetemcre 

5 fy ey 

Then there's the burning; even though I throw most of them on the com- 

post pile,e8L alwayssavefa goeodep1Lie) ni oi ty sobes cry Oli Ss wid iia es 

drive out here to let: thei rekidsesmem) leaves burningesy [here’ oeconecmsne 

beautiful about seeing and smelling leaves wourn; Liquess 10 +s bart ocecne 

ritual farewell to Summer and the preparation for Winter. ..Then after thei 

smoke has got into my eyes and nose and burned the daylights out of them . 
and I have leaf dust in my hair and down my shirt I go up the creek to where] - 

it spreads out and makes a pool, shuck off my clothes and take a swim. Ali] 

has a fit every time I do it, swedring I'll take pléeurisy |) ana ne oesne.s 

year I will. 



OF POLLS AND POLES 

by J. Randall Nichols 

At the time of this writing, an hour before the polls close in New 

persey, .thescomputers have predicted) a) Johnson victory in’ amounts’ of 60% 

mo. (0% of tthe populayw vote. Inasmuch as _[ was asked) to.write a post-election 

article from the Goldwater side, it may be well to begin now, whether I like 

Shim TaslO ty 

Conservatives tInavevassthe: sardonic’ answeusto theim question MWhyynot 

mic tony: sethe untrammeleduneply 4 Because) Johnson beats you.'s. Tt isi a favorite 

fame of political losers to analyze their losses with some apparent aim of 

Peo So igeOnevinatCatl Ol meaNOLOOUDt a Greatmdca OL uthat SsOLru Of Ching 

BomneccocaryV in Ameri canspOlitics, -bulb-=tor thesmoment... £or one am not up 

Boot. 

What [I am curious about, however, is the future of the political con- 

Pov oulOmwm mua VCmLavOleQelOmsLne: Dastesix years. Ot sO, sLLOnl cally since the 

publication of Senator Goldwater's book, Conscienceof a Conservative. Some 

Will say that moderation will shortly regain the Republican party, that 

Goldwater conservatism will be as useless as its ex-board president name- 

sake. Others will say that conservatism has had a fair show of strength 
1 

but that its candidate was wrong--a political unelectable--and that its 

iui Lomot longtime es minsvoungersemen like Charles Percy or Robert Tart. — These 

ere political predictions that. I am unable to evaluate. (No one who enjoys. 

reading philosophy should make political statements anyway.) 

It does seem to this conservative, however, that he can entertain one. 

mope for the future, and that 1s the fervent desire that through this elec= 

MenWmeolrm COdadcast pOlcicalmetapnion wiltechance. “= Politics, for the last 

few elections, and right through the present one, has been conceived on 

ehe analogy of a linear progression to some vaguely conceived state of 

Material (and occasionally spiritual) well-being. The political "races" 

ery cebeoonmcxact Iwevnal seCOULestSGELORSGeUWhOUCOULCLEGeD theren lastest or 

Bes emcCOnOM cal Wa oevelelatter lvoe rewassiclra (perhaps by senator Gold= 

water himself) that to be “really conservative" was to commit political 

Whari-kari. 

Our various welfare programs-from aid tc unwed mothers to bilateral 

| foreign aid grants--have been conceived as falling on this line of progress. 

i Somewhat superficially, I think, but nonetheless perceptively, many have 

iseen the prevailing spirit of the age as "progressive." In the so-called 

"work Suu WOT COMI LIS ot mom bestmoxpLeoscecd mds Pas OUll gli mlcmwOrksS, 1) Ss 

good), in the modern phenomenon of technology (making science "work," no 

Bout) wandenot elecaste in sOourechurchesswith tne, secial gospel” and ats 

/sophisticated kin (one wonders what works here), in all these things I see 

ur hopes and comments supported by the linear analogy (or metaphor, for 

ithe literary) of progress toward some dimly perceived goal. 



Conservatism on this analogy 15) boundgio be out of place politically: 

for it seems to deny forward movement along the line of progress. How often 

have we conservatives been accused of wanting to go back, to the nineteenth 

century, to the womb perhaps, to the good old frontier days, to the spirit 

of individualism, but always back. We have sometimes tried to insist that 

this just missed the point. More often we have had to admit the charge, 

because it was not clear even to us that our conservatism tried first to 

avoid the analogy of linear progress. 

The substitute we envisioned in politi (T am not up to handling the 

spirit of the age just yet) was the analogy mae: DOLATLCY skh Steg GeO Lee 

ceiving political “races” as efforts to eloow tne cther fellow olrecticet.ac ce 

on which we were both running the same direction, we wanted to conceive 

political contests ase sclrugglesslom posit mediiger 5 if you please--and not ra 

at all. Least of all did we want to consider the consevative political 

DOSLo Lone cee GUN Lice ere Clee laa Wel \/ a SINGH IGE B een enough we have been accused 

or that. On therpolar analogy scomecw, m does not seem regressive, be= 

cause the question of progress or regres ever arises. (Some, conserva] 

tives themselves missed this -point altogether, aa Senator Goldwater may 

have been one of them. On the other hand those who decried "me-tooism" 

seem to have vaguely felt that something was very wrong with our entire 

frame of reference in this political contest 

ie) ct fle 0) 

Dd ron se 
f Jab bd. y A te cr 

Oo w 

(b 

My hope as a conservative is that the movement will become strong as 

an opposite political pole to liberalism; that in future years we will well 

understand the political metaphor behind such aesenciment ass) ascuCLCcamsionu 

as echo." If someone) insists on a vusual counter pare COmLNCm™ #lilicmw= titaee 

I suggest a pendulum, which for all its redundancy does not impede the pas-— 

Sage of time. 

in. the coming days cons€nvatives mast stand vase ne Lova Peoples ma. ome 

We must not capitulate to a liberal political philosophy, thougnewe waa 

support it insofar as it holds sway in-bae instrwuacion of Our Governnence 

We hopefully will press home this idea that whar Vs at stake politically 

1S not a record track time but “a ppolartpositeicon.  ~Evidentlysinany poowre 

do not like our pole now, for we have heen beaten at (pardon me) another 

poll. Nevertheless we have something to say and will continue to say it. 

Perhaps the selfish dross will be purged away from conservatism in the mean- 

time, and that will be ali to the good. But we will not because of this 

election lay aside our claim to legitimacy as a political position. Freed 

temporarily from the hard business of winning a political race, we shall 

begin to face liberalism squarely, loyally disliking it and stoutly chal- 

lenging its present political ascendancy. 



| 
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ON THE ABANDONMENT OF THE LECTIONARY: 

(Another Stab in the Back of the Teaching Elder) 

byiGil, Horn 

It is current practice among very many good preachers and expositors 

of the Word of God to recommend to their students the abandonment of the 

MocmOL acAematSvOLI Cele Chonan es) inieiavor, ouspLeaciingaonn largesbtocka loft 

Scripture (one whole book, or two shorter and related books): in a continuously 

SxDOStLODyalashtonmron, aaeGOonsecutivesnumbermon weeks." Dbaidiscovered# oddly 

enough ‘while reading the>Homilies of St John of Chrysostom, why there are 

so many good men, concerned scholars and churchmen, stumping for this scheme. 

aeeWe vo cOsaln pawaremOLl stnespreqnant Diol Cal aellceracy in) Our pews, 

Rot LOmsaVeOULTe DULL LCS weandsare, anx10Ous CO, dO) whial we Can CO amend it. 

DEwWesialiesd TemtCOnpLeSsecnG vtne Ololrcal macerial in an adult as well 

as an authoritative way. 

Cee Werad te sce= the possibitity in -cnis method of Kitling two birds» with 

Pico COle Dye COMDInINngeour ceaching function with our breach ung. 

PeVvOULGMDCmLOCHELaASt LO sdoSale Che necessity, OL Leaching tne bibrcal 

Meceila wi Liwds lOGLaLTontea manner "aS DOoSstoie- land i) Can ‘appreciate the 

psychological advantages of presenting it from the pulpit. Chrysostom's 
Sesults = enOwever,, 1m terms, Of trenchantness ‘and’ vitality and continuity, 

and those of other uncommonly competent men raise certain questions in my 

wn mind about the usefulness, most especially in preaching, of the con- 

secutive verse-by-verse expositional method. 

The obvious disadvantages are these: 

SPL OmMDLeSSiNGaneeCdmi i ceny wexpoOst tion LOL Cross rererence,, .and the 

attendant difficulties in presenting each reference honestly in context. 

bea the unavoidably unequal importance Of some verses, chapters and 

even whole books over against others. 

Cum sche, aggregate natures of manysimportant passages “and texts, the 

BUbcicid sLendering of which demands often complex and lengthy textual 

eomment.. 

(eemrancdm (let Setace sl timethe manitest uUnsuitabiicty Of many, portions 

Preocripture as wehicles of sche Word. of/God. 

In addition to these above, there are the problems involved in shaping 

a passage of indeterminate length into a fitting discourse, capable of a 

message which is unified and portable. If the preaching is really to 

Berexegetreal-expositional, then with a discernible theme; unless, of course, 

mievyaconstitute, a. Story, trom which the expositor 1s like as not» to draw 

mis. own moral or even, to aellegqorize to the point of misrepresentation, he 

Will in the end be constrained to superimpose an unnatural thrust on the 

Pole sme itemnOwevor, tice preaching ts58toO deal with selected themes Lor 

SeeCCLOOMDULOOSCSOBeWILOINe tnecm bt ocksOre >ecriplrure, delimited for the day, then 

the purpose of the exegetical-expositional method, in its own advocates' 

Pvologia,wissunsubtly=subverted-——and again topical preaching Springing 



from the dual inspiration of Scriptures and life-situation wins the day. 

(D Limited as I am by my heritage, I can see no alternatives to the results | 

described above. And furthermore., it strikes me that whereas the selectior 

of a topic within the passage does violence th the avowed goal of the exe- 

getical expositor, imposing false conclusions or unity is destructive of 

worthy predication and faithful exegisis as well. 

Uv) 

The reason I have bothered to unsheath my pen at all is captured in 

my stitleso A. dualsconcern a) Sthat preachingene Cheologicalmernateiogsau 

attemr:t to relate the Word of God from the Scriptures to a specific life- 

Situabion, and b) that the teaching elder@insour Contessionsnot® beqvetienae 
responsibility to teach the Bible by promising to “preach biblically", and 

let it go at that: these two have motivated my writing. I do not say that 

preaching from the lectionary i's the sole method of conveying the Word of 

God. I do say. that insofar as any paGcemcu lar ect lonary was sve checomeuuaag 

a) to illuminate the power of the biblical witness to the Incarnation 

of Godlin Chyistearnval Weve seos pec 

b) to unveil the richness and variety of the biblical witness as it 

points to the immediacy of God’s demands. 

c) and to offer the preacher a sound program for the worthy intimation 

of jthe Word of. God to-hisepeoe le: 

then it is reasonable to exhort the teaching elder both earnestly to instruct] 

and faithtully.to proclaim on the basiseon nis owns Sgen Uso GUC Vac ie keto 

* ‘* * * * 

REQUISITE TO LEARNING 

by Howard Friend 

t seems to me, es- A Spirit of Tigorous and const rucci yescesareomis 1 

rv accost or defend a 

a 

sential to theological education. Relectance to eithe 

position with tenacity is a forfeiture of a prerequisite for learning. 

When opinion and personality become inseparable, debate sinks to the level 

of personal antagonism. For various reasons If think Princeton Seminary may 

lack this spirit. The following is not intended as an indictment, but 

rather as ameans to interrogate our own willingness to truly engage each 

other in a way that establishes rather than impedes our intellectual and 

Spiritual growth. 

1. A spirit of inquiry and pursuit in intellectual matters: 

A genuine thirst for knowledge and understanding seems on the ebb 

here. We lack the boldness to break new ground. We banter about the estab- 

lished viewpoints on the established issues without seeking new dimensions off 
inquiry or possibility. We fail to "take courage in both hands" and tackle 
new areas of thought and investigation. Rather an atmosphere of hesistancy 
and inhibition prevails. We are too willing to allow a remark to go un- 
challenged. We need to be thankful for opposition that presses us to think 
through our views to their logical conclusion, We need to appreciate the 



demand to articulate and refine theological formulation. Otherwise we will be- 

Some; CONcCeEnc, withehalt—trucheendyunthoughtout, conclusion. 

Several taAccOnceMaymlGua tl) WOLK hare sescome:may be Simple .toomlazy for 

intellectual stimulation, content with a minimum academic effort. Others are 

unable to integrate in any real way there various "lives" here--worship, 

study, recreation, family, etc. Others fail to internalize academic data-—-= 

it remains simply data; ideas and concepts, even when understood, fail to be- 

BOMeCwarivi ng scOrces in thea rerotadmbermng. 

We need to be relentless in our diligence to seek and unveil the truth 

and vigorous in our demands on ourselves and others to be thoughtful and pre- 

Sisce 

Zee Ane ODDOsSICLONnmeOmstinismngurmmsecurrty: 

WemccCei alu setneom lear nil terOsdt rack muncmpOoSsTOLOn «OL sanOlicrmLOpmicareor 

BeCeiving=aqcounter to ourvownepositiony Wesprotecttoursformulattons aseLrét 

faith and well-being were at stake. We even hesitate to ask the question that 

PomOUmOUGEIUIC, Orme COMSCALGE Ene CONVICETONathatwis On Our, nearG. — The-simple; 

Scentugiyie suupldyequescionprUsuOnCensthesmostmapplropriace and relevant. 

COGLOPaALVGCOLUhI SeUSaLUeCeLaCceatict@awe SOsOrtenmIntcerpretpucriticrsm 

as personal attack. We lack the ability to approach yssues apart from the 

ersonalities involved. Theological disagreement is interpreted as person- 

Parc yecouclict., mweawLtllihave theological artuculacron and Sreftinementstonly 

when we can focus on issues apart from personalities. 

Saba LTovertthan rsehonest: 

Dr. Christian Beker in an interview in the "Wineskin" suggested that 

perhaps we have allowed honesty to be squeezed out of love; and if this is the 

case, we have not allowed ourselves to be open to a complete education that en- 

Bagecsaus tit Our 1cOcalilty a) uVviLgor cand .convicti onimuscts not™berconstrued as 

beligerence; willingness to challenge even a professor must not be construed as 

Pelack -OLerespect: ssunrelenting tpursuit stor clarification must not be “construed 

as polemical. 

Pe thapomt ice Cy COmL SGU SGEamOelil Nem CONCC IM LOLeLNesbre coer... Our, 

Pile icClOmisSmalmLiCmCAaMNCmUIMCMOBGLUSL wu New lilceGrucys OlMtne tneological 

enterprise will be determined, in no small part, by the seriousness with 

Which we take our task’. The continuing and renewed understanding in the 

churches will be defined by the diligence with which we pursue the truth. 

fe naducehne iprivinleges Comvisi UNthes Worl daPresbytem aniAlliance? this 

Summer at Frankfort, Germany. My most immediate and lasting impression at that 

Becistios Was ule w/LOOL,, srOPpennessi anos nonestysof scthe_debaters Theseswereycon— 

sidered prerequisite to significant inquiry and study. If we are to make 

michsgoals Cul Own, waenew Sensemof openness vands pursulte wi lbleemergesya But 

until it does, our endeavors here are indeed empty and futile. 



WHERE THERE IS DESPAIR... 

by Douglas Loving 

Church and Society Committee 

This past weekend, two more Negro churches were destroyed in Mississippi; 

on of thems had-never been’ the scene ofsciviserightsvectivity. einer numnoemeosd 

burnings and bombings.in the past few years is staggering; not a single case 

as been solved satisfactorily. The intimidation of other churches by this 

“awlessness is sad indeed. What can be done? 

As; the Christian century for Octobera 7721964, saysy SWhat 2serequlireusL. 

not merely financial help from outside the state but concerned Mississippi” wh@ 

pick*upethe burden of Negro Christians. @ someching 1s Deion dove wm aucm os 

Mississippians for themselves. This fact in itself is an encouraging sign. 

Roman Catholic, Jewish and Protestant clergy have formed a COMMITTEE OF 

CONCERN. This COMMITTEE exists to provide funds and materials for the re- 

building and repair of churches where assistance is requested. "The COMMITTEE 

wishes to make it possible for men, women and children of goodwill to respond 

to violence hatred, and destruction with concern, compassion and construction. 

The *Chureh and Society iCommittec@ereelsestrongiysthatech seven ce moma 

most admirable and worthy one. It is especially deserving of our attention 

here at Princeton Seminary for three reasons: First, it provides us with an 

opportunity to show our concern for and involvement in the pressing conflicts 

of racial tensions in.this day. Second, it is one of the few ways that wea 

Christians can give of ourselves in the turmoil of Mississippi, (that stheycnune 

here in the North can support and undergqizud theswrenchingrtrralssolapiewc june 

in.the South. Finally, our support of the COMMITTEE OF CONCERN may give to 

them added encouragement and resolution to contunue their difficult task. 

Here 1S a concrete, positive way that we may aid our fellow Christians 

who are deeply troubled and in great need.- Here is a concrete; positivesway 

that we can put ourselves to work for the terrorized Church of Mississippi,-- 

not intruding ourselves from the outside, but working more effectively from th 

inside, Here is a concrete, positive way Princeton Seminary may witness to 

Jesus Christ in an area where otherwise we have not, and perhaps cannot. We 

urge you to give your careful consideration to this important work 4in 

Mississippi. 

STUDENT ECUMENICAL MEETING 

Students from Roman Catholic and Anglican seminaries will be guests on ow 

campus Saturday, November 7.*This? is) thei second) ecumenical meetingiot an ayitos 

mal series involving Maryknoll (a Roman Catholic missionary seminary), General 

Episcopal and Union of New York, and Princeton seminaries. These gatherings au 

intended tc help ths student bodies become better acquainted. Small discussion 

groups are arranged in which common interests and problems may be considered. 

The meeting opens with an informal reception at 4:30 p.m. in the Campus 

Center lounge. At 5. p.m..a special chapel service will bei held, followed; by 

dinner, small group discussions, and a brief general gathering at the close. 

Princeton students are encouraged to shaie in as much of this meeting as 

they care to attend. Special attention is drawn to the 5 p.m. chapel service, 



VOU No. 4 November 19, 1964 

This issue of VIEWPOINT contains several articles of crit- 

Lcism,meach of which, we «believe .should, be seriously read 

ands Consd dered Shim smnotethesintention, of this publica— 

ELON ancmROoperullvyenObsOLeltucecontrpbucors): tO contine 

itself to critical articles. Nevertheless, mature and 

penetrating criticism is much needed, and VIEWPOINT under= 

takes to offer this legitimate "point of view" when it 

1secalled -£0n, 

Wem@askmethnatsreadeps ‘carerully evaluate the thoughts offered 

DereupebVeMcs GsmeN1 Chols a Horn po Ralphvand others. swe 

Dititmcilececma htc Lost OoulsOLaLNCESUSD LCLOnsC oO Um lool re 

not lone voices, but in some way representative of more 

Wire VO VeVotl  unCmeDOLME SOLA LOW | Ueliet ht oe 1s (tne scase: 

let us hear about it please. For a community to be 

Car leCmamEGLOUBWICOOUCMISmOn yee vVdstdcGl OG mLOm! tame ce 

form from within, however, entered into in a Sjeiigese eke 

Sooperat onmandseceducatriOneco.some, vec sunachileved, good, 

is desirable and to be encouraged. Our thanks to the 

Gooner bubousmomethausmissue ifor beginning this endeavor 

in a wholehearted way. 

The Editors 



Alexander Hall 200 

Princeton Theological Seminary 

Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

November 17, 1964 

The Rev. Dr. William P. Davis, Chairman 

COMMITTEE OF CONCERN 

Be. O. Box 520 

Jackson, Mississippi 39202 

Dear Dr. Davis: 

Enclosed are checks amounting to $508.55 collected by 

a drive for the [COMMITTEE OPS CONGERNSamong etnies racu tLe vedic 

students of Princeton Theological Seminary, where I ama 

senior. I am personally very pleased by the warm response 

here to the COMMITTEE's appeal for funds to rebuilt the 

burned Negro churches in Mississippi. 

As a Mississippian, may I personally express my appre- 

Cliation for what this group is#doing -=slt wis mysShopesand 

prayer that it will be a means of reconciliation between 

the races and that the violence of the past months may 

be discouraged by the COMMITTEE's assistance to Negro 

congregations who have been the victims of arsonists and 

terrorists. 

Among faculty and students here at the seminary there 

have been many warm expressions of sympathy for the aims and 

concerns of this group. I am sure *that they would be most 

interested’ in, the tuturestoy learn ofshowrsuccesstuleyour 

drive for this cause “has been. 

Thank you for making it possible for our seminary com- 

munity to responds neti Ssewaye 

Sincerely, 

/S/ Dwyn M. Mounger, 

for the Church and Society 

Committee, Princeton {fheological 

Seminary 

(Editor's note: The above is an exact copy of letter sent 

by Mr. Mounger. Viewpoint considered the disposition of funds 
a matter of interest to its readers, and especially to: those 
who contributed.) 

* * * * * * * * * * 



THE DISHONEST SCHOLAR AT PRINCETON SEMINARY 

by J. Randall Nichols 

CrrerciomerownuCch etn ecicwal betnese, daysieand some «of elt sehass.been ably 
TOCUSCO MIS omer olencico=LecCChuay RCwDOlNGEdniU Le. Lo. sa liawLSh GO Malsesanother 

Gricrcal question sieGre, Not srhetoricallyeoursnonestly sinathe shope of, answer 

or clarification, concerning what we shall call "academic honesty," under- 

standing a special useé’of that phrase. 

BYeway Cre=pretace,; HWowevenl, Togshouldsoesmobserved that criticism of 

Princeton Seminary 1S a very rich mixture, which taken in carefully fieasured 

quantities is satisfying and to the good, but which if overdone becomes merel 

nauseating. I have heard (and no doubt done as well) criticisms of the din- 

ing hall, the administration, the curriculum, professors, students, and the 

church in general combined into what can only be described as a general face 

atethe world’. Praypeleteusebe specific andsto: the spoint. .~Mr. Friend has 

set good precedent here, and hopefully what follows will continue. 

Now to the matter of "honesty." Can we not assume that after four years 

of college most students (and all scholars) have a fair sense of what they 

arewablescosdonandewhatecrhey mustestudyveinvrorderasto fill .the gaps in.their 

education? And conversely, can we not assume that a student at this stage 

of the game knows his strengths to the extent that he has a healthy dislike 

fore treadingethessamermillsover jandjovervagain? With .most,of.us, perhaps, 

theology presents a very large gap itself, one which must be filled. The 

point is, of course, that we can be assumed to be aware of this, and to have 

sufficient’ academic’ responsibility: to: recognize the filling of the gap as, 

Pechesconcext OL@formaleeducation; an essential desideratum. .This,;is my 

‘mamacte elojiy ane 4 

SeCOnd lL) paWesMaveDLesuMemLnatecas Gladudre—levelastudentsawe, are -acgquainte 

with the various methods whereby this desideratum may be achieved or at least 

striven for. We have all sat in lecture courses, attended seminars, written 

papers and theses, perhaps pursued study completely free of courses. By this 

time we have made judgments as to which method best suits our purposes; we 

have pursued these various methods; and, not least, we have become accustomed 

LO workings with onerore anocherr 

That the methods will vary seems to have been adequately recognized by 

the Seminary. Thus we have here lecture courses, some seminars, thesis course 

roading epeLr lois a LeltetOnOpcetoOr sone ore mores Orathesesmethnods, the, studant 

could honestly choosesthe one=most appropriate to him. The sad fact, how- 

Sveuemers thateherisenot Letumthisxzoption, andett1s precisely.in.this that 

he may be forced into "academic dishonesty." 

For the student knows that once a method of study has been chosen (or 

agreed to, even if not selected from among several) it is incumbent upon 

PiimecvOrisemit tO LicmLUl mands pULrSUe LCS "ODDOLCUNTULLeES with vigor. Thus, 

for instance, the student in a lecture course attends lectures, no matter 

NOWsDOOL,MmOcCCaUSCe OL, SOMECNSECNSCHOLFOD LGatvon=£0s d0,.so; honesty. Or, i1f left 

to his own devices under an informal faculty advisorship, the student works 

Steadily towards completing a thesis precisely because he committed himself 

\, 



to this when he chose that particular method of study: honesty. Many things 

could be listed here as comprising the "honest" student's responsibilities: 

reading what is assigned, attending lectures and seminars, preparing papers 

with a measure of care and originality, etc. 

By the time he has completed college, however, another factor must be 

reckoned in his "honesty," and that is as mentioned early above the commit- 

ment to filling some ‘gap “in-his knowledge Sasrft he is, prevented. trom.dained 

this, or chooses not to do it, he is being dishonest: in the first sense 

having been forced into it, and in-the second opting for it .of his own ac-— 

cord. Intent is not at issue here, except insofar as the student who intendg 

to educate himself and is prevented from so doing is a rather more poignant 
example of "dishonesty" than the laggard and dilettante. When the student 

decides for graduate study the matter of honesty is unavoidable. 

Now I am suggesting that Princeton Seminary forces a man into the for- 
mer species of academic dishonesty. Princeton requires of him the completion) 

of four courses in a short period of time, the same period in fact that is 

taken for three courses in a “quarter system.” In the beginning stagessgat 

least, these courses demand a great deal of time: the volume of the material | 

(if not the quality of treatment of it, which is a different matter) is 

immense. Yet at the same time the student desires two further things: (1) | 

independent reading in the syllabus, and (2) study in depth of matters touche 

upon only lightly in courses, some of “which#®he .must itake- 

I would like to presume that at the graduate level a student: most detem 

minedly seeks the last mentioned’. “Inshis horsstlestimaterofeabilityeand 
intellectual neéd this may become for him an imperative. A matter of com- 

pelling interest and. importance’ Left unstudied is despicable toshim, sand 

rightiy"so. “The=scholar will sayeit,ismsimply {dishonest toalece 1 osdomsy. 
But because his courses swiftly proceed to their chronological (and chron: ce 
ends, the student has no time to tarry. Four courses await completion, and 

if he neglects them he is dishonest in another academic way. The syllabus 
demands’ his attention too: “neglect of it will result.in his’ "dishonesty." 

Perhaps the best examplemor ‘suchtasdilemmagasethis isethe bad "courses 
wherein because the student is in it he feels an obligation to do the work 
for it, but because the work is shallow, the lectures poor, or the reading 
ill-chosen and handled (none of which diminishes its quantity!), his "hon- 
esty" used time in one sense compels him to "dishonestly" neglect the other 
areas of his scholarly concern. In a word, if a student.is committed to 
do what a course demands, and if he is at the same time committed to the 
stretching of his mind in exploration of deep matters, then he may soon dis- 
cover that time has run out and he cannot meet the obligations his scholar- 
ship has imposed. Of course he must make general surveys of new material; 
but his deeper interests--the truly graduate-level academic concerns-~ought 
not to be compromised by a rigid survey timetable. This is the whole points: 
time available to him and timing of courses conspire to force him into the 
dilemma. 

Alternatives to such a condition come easily to mind. The most obvious 
would be the provision of a genuine option of educational method: let a st? 
dent choose whatever number of courses he wishes; allow him to read and stU 



\ 

independently with advice from faculty; trust him to meet the demands of 

the syllabus in ways which are proven best for him and in which he best per- 

forms?” TExpect of himemore, but’ require ofvhim=iless; tosparaphrase, the, late 

Benest Martin Hopkins: -Allow him the honest use of his own judgment in de- 

termining ways of 5 ir: whiatape to -nrs intel lectuar goals and giving play to the 

ambitions of his mind. Permit him to be a scholar even if it means compro- 

MeSm@nAgewhials Tomstacisticallyenormalmrorspeingaas ps cudente 

We would like to see the student given the chance to plan a year's 

study (or if he is up to it, three} rather than merely a few weeks', as he 

must do if his semester's work is four courses. We would like to see at 

Pedct sanimOpPObUUI cya tones ema ying itiey sy abuismedi rect ivyy, Sevenmiimonpacial 

policy has not determined how it shall be integrated into a course struc- 

ture. Indeed, the responsible student will himself so integrate it, given 

Phe OD ULOnnmerandaii NCmLSmnOtLon OTrcedmeOgWwaltmrOornran policy declarations or 

(God forbid!) another pedagogic pronouncement on curriculum. 

imuLgemtnesewobservarlonsPLOorhevaluation see rors MeWwLtC ee toosbold, toagsay 

there are’ many of us who find responsible scholarship difficult under pre- 

VAieEngeconds GOs, sand whiorsee, academieynones vy dulled at’ the veryotime 

Pero noOu deoer keenest? 

MY DEBT TO FUNDAMENTALISM 

bye kenne there kavoh 

Lh. OM ULCMmCULEING wIptmeateinumy tacher’s butcherusnop jand) entered 

the New Zealam Bible Training Institute. Six months later but for some fast 

foot work I would have ‘been back butchering. Country boys dislike being 

TOL iOwe CO = Ver LiCl oki VveSmOY ROOLINGmemacrons "SOmme stn scakem@troo kindly. 

LOmnewewOLd thal ethnergqi oto COLrMmLeOGyY Was *assdialsnwonly sandtthatvany ‘male 

found there would be expelled in disgrace. That was a challenge I could 

NOtCELeSTVSt. relound =my sway all Tight eto =the ‘qirls Wiwingtandto the: room 

COfemyesrtck  lLrVend]sbulcickratesmunkindly <disposed@the imatron to pay the 

sameegirr Parcal YVatetheesameerime.e we heard hemtconing tsoel hit the floor 

and slithered under the bed. That 'city of refuge' was a many splendoured 

thing, as any fellow will know who has been under a girl's bed when she 

didnat, exacthiyeplaneit thet way ritteeniminutes later matrontleft’ and! 2 

crawled out into the light adorned with many articles which, as Moll Flan- 

ders would say, ‘modesty forbids me to describe.' Eighteen months later I 

graduated with honor intact and a diploma under my arm. 

That'school is what Americans|with their fetish’ for labels would call 

Mundanentadas te+= elia, DOLSia eleechetrarvts! ofithismphenomenon’ which eis! both 
a historical movement and a mentality. In theology the school was entrenched 

and polemic, fighting the battles of the twenties and the thirties.’ It 

abtiinmed tthose doctrines 'explicated an this country an 1909 with the pub- 

UUVcateonmoim ane scwel vey olumesm i nei rundamental si eitmwasialsouattheologyscut 

adimeeieaomechemc Lassvca Wicreeds, of Christendom. Theschool ‘alsovhad a. xrig- 

orous personal ethic of the color-me-in-negative species. It had no social 



ethic. In evangelism it insisted that all the sheep go through the same 

gate: contrition and instantaneous conversion. Man's chief end was to searck 

for and save souls. Group status was found in conversion statistics. They 

made a lot about the sins of society and only occasionally mentioned the 

inner sins of the personality. Anyone was an enemy who was not ‘one of us' 

theologically. Truth mattered more than persons, The National Council of 

Churches and the ecumenical movement came from the pit and the New English 

Bible was the antichrist. 

Yet I am forever indebted to this school and to Fundamentalism. In my 

association with this movement I have noted three basic drives. In time eact 

of these urges got out of hand producing deviant behaviour. But the origi- 

nal impulse was healthy and it is this I wish to comment on. We owe funda- 

mentalism the courtesy of separating that which is solid core Christianity 

and that which is deviant. 

I am indebted to fundamentalism in the first place for its high regard 

for Scripture. It was an original impulse of this movement to assert the 
real worth of the Book in a time when the movement was in the other directior 

The impulse got way out of hand and we are all aware of the consequences in 
the fundamentalist doctrine of the Scriptures. But to go back to New Zealanc 

I found in that little school a deep respect and love for the Book. MTheir 
faith was not directed to the Scriptures as is often alleged. Faith focused 

on Christ. It was just.thaet for them, wand snere atleast tneyeawetem. ce 
Reformed, the only Christ they knew was the Christ of the Scriptures. So 

they respected this book like no other book on their shelves. They ‘read, 

marked, am inwardly digested it." Exegesis’ counted more than systematics. 
Don't sell fundamentalism short on this issue. It has a healthy love for 

Seri pure. 

In the second place I am-indebted to fundamentalism for.its stressson 

the contemplative life of the Christian man. Fundamentalism has. a,devotLonas 

heart. Eighteenth century evangelicalsim gave it that. This devotional im- 

pulse went wrong in a number of ways at the school. Morning and evening 

‘quiet times' were strictly enforced. . They were 'that-without-which-nothingj 

If you had a ‘good, holy, fruitful day' it was because you had a good quiet 

time. Or if you slipped up in the morning quiet time the day was set for 

'failure' or ‘unfruitfulness.' The impulse also went wrong in that contem- 

plation was always something you were stupposed to feel, The praying man 

inwardly experienced something good. He sensed the presence of God. Calvin’ 

motto, the burning heart, had a special meaning for those students. It 

meant a warm spiritual movement indicating that all was well between God 

and the soul. 

But I learned a lot during those years about prayer and Bible reading. 

I learned that when a man was serious in his prayers he saw God acting about 

him in human life, I learned that when a man stopped praying he stopped 

caring about people. Plato was right: man attains his true form and up- 

right attitude "in festive companionship with the Gods." We have lost the 

art of prayer in our Western mechanised world. The words of Jesus seem so 
strange: "when you pray, go into your own room, shut your door and pray 
to your Father privately." I am grateful then for the devotional impulse 
of fundamentalism: it taught me about a man on his knees before an open 



Bible in the presence of a Divine Parent, 

PindtlyeL ane ndebeeds cor rundamentatiem Lonertsoser1oussconcernitor re~ 

Lace mens COPChriISty = sliiSsmoveMment ei Sedominacedabynitseevangelisticspassion. 
ineract 1cenasemademamccourcnmOuG Of Ur eeice wpasstOnGroresouLs;,4 Lessevan-— 

gelistic gimmicks, its books on Soul Winning Made Easy or The Seven Steps to 

Successful Soul Winning, its witness to personal religious experience--all 

indicate an impulse GOne=weong. ¥ <BUCwlmamegqladgiewaselneune midstso£ it ali. 

For the impulse grows out of a concern to follow Christ's words that his 

church is to, be "abouts enesrathervs businesspoL, disciplingyallamencand, nations, 

LEeisytheractstudewlhaters=important,erhe moralaser1lousness that ‘the ‘gos- 

pel be communicated and lived out so that men who have nothing to do with it 

might come to grips* with it and its real’ content, Christ. We may say what 

we like about the theology of Fundamentalism, but note this: she has never 

forgotten that the church's business is with those outside. Just as the 

Tractarian movement went too far in its reaction to the crude language and 

excited appeals of the Evangelicals to be saved, so too modern, respectable, 

American Protestantism has turned too far; she indifferently. leaves in dark- 

ness men and women who faint for help and grace and reconciliation. I am 

DaGewormtcnat CrsinterectamalLeamsSOrry, [enave lost that teoncern. JThe Funda-— 

mentalists may have more passion than prudence but maybe that is better than 

having only prudence. 

fecanieqilad bawent tosthac Institute sas lneractm iameproudatosbe~onesof 

tes=graduates. =My* debt COsltesiseimmense andireadily acknowledged. This 

has not been a defence of fundamentalism. It alienates more than it recon- 

CrleswelCenuccemmor Cetiane? CyneaotSheleni SeOrtenodexvegone madvaRyet p1tetaught 

mesmuch that  1ssgoodvand healthy and=Christiana Oltataught meytoslove the 

Bible, It taught»me about the devotional heart: It taught me-about a moral 

UCC vee lataMcne comes DaGke LOULNe ura ier . 

Now a final thought. Why don't we hear these themes stressed much at 

Princeton? 

MANNERS AND THE SOUL 

7) by J. Horn 

In his essay, "Manners, Morals, and the Novel," Lionel Trilling makes 

Besta cement mrOmUliomerroCtrs semlannersm1na Cate che aurectuwengor a Mangas soul. 

He goes on to say what he means by "manners," distinguishing them from man- 

nerisms, which are largely affectations (at least in their early stages); 

and concluding that manners are outward manifestations of inner convictions. 

Which sounds vaguely familiar. I think, however, that this 18 a good work- 

PngedSLInT G1 Onset avordsmchesadirferentiatLlongeunamportantoehere, o£ socially 

conditioned and uniquely motivated actions. There is no question, then, of 

how we are justified in what we do. Manners, understood thus, are simply a 

barometer, enabling the sensitive reporter to tell something about the way 

we're going. Manners are the ripples in the wake of our souls' progress. 



| 
I don't know how the expression grew up among flatterers, but one hears | 

it said: he's a gentleman and a scholar. Surely a compliment is ts intendeg 

But why the coordinate form? Has it just been assumed all these years that 

a gentleman is by definition not also a scholar? Or turn it around. A 

scholar by definition is not expected to be a gentleman unless he isso 

designated. Every schoolboy knows how this distinction could be derived 

from a quick glance at (say) eighteenth century England. Gentlemen, for 

the most part, kmew and cared to know very little. Scholars were a drink- 

ing, whoring lot of rowdy sons who had been cheated of their inheritance by 

the srecondite custom of primogeniture. But I digress. 

Harigovers of reformed pietism still (seem to convince, us/that it doesn’ @ 

much matter what we do, so long as our spiritual integrity remains intact. 

"After all, aren't we saved by grace, over which we have no control? As 

for’ its ‘control over*us, i1t pertainsstonthe Bagutlhingsy certaimlynoteca 

details like manners." Now, it's all very well to beware when men speak 
well of you; but as Bernard Sh®w reminds us, the world is not our moral 

gymnasium. It lappears, lhowever, that wesgreally. are jmoresconcerneccmromscur 

own “confounded principles than we are for other people's necessities." 

What then shall we say? "What advantage hath the Jew?" Is it at all 

Significant that our+clodishness 1s scholarly? It makeseactualiyvelitetosa:s 

ference that the discourtesy we show one another is well*schooled rather tha 

simple-minded. It remains boorish, self-centered, puerile> Just as grace 

does not release us from doing the Law, but instead alters the impetus and 

context,. intellectual attainment does not liberate us from the formssolewham 
has been labeled "bourgeois civility." I'm not talking» about, big?thaings. ; 

Inspiring anyone to set aséde two hours a day to counsel with the dorm-mate 

who may straggle inscould notsbeytarther fromemy. mind’ sWwhat teams taunoncd 
about are “the “petty” detaillsya Think) small ext youswiil- 

We hear strident petitions and intercessions for. the®communityepmtes 

We "re=up *to*here®with ‘this kindsoft=forcedmnonsense ws Maybessartremus rights | 

hell is other people. Other people who by their obnoxious intrusion into 

our lives force us to recognrze their petty necessities. Weve another | 

angle; noses heavenward, sad-eyed and oozing with surplus kerygma, we lan- | 

guish for the Big Moment when we can really speak The Word to someone in 

Real Need. "If only I weren®t so bogged down with ‘the trivialitiesjaoy 

the niceties, and could justeréadyomyseiivrar the Important (Works masiomic 

to do when I get out of here.” 

A three-year rest stop for the soul? Manners tellgus thatweercoasee:— 

bid they should tell us everything--but they do indicate where everyone 
18 going. God ‘speed... 

"Tf; after I depart this: vale, you have the thought to please my ghost, 
forgive some sinfler and wink your eye at a homely girl," 

--—F. L. Mencken 
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WHAT ARE THE CONSERVATIVES CONSERVING? 

by Peter Namtvedt 

These are days in which, for a number of reasons, nearly,.everyone.is 

GiScusSsingeathes prob lemsot. the Republa cans parey, fond, Ia too Want to whip, in. 

Myrpreasone20r Gettin into Une gact in this) manners 1s ghepinteresting article 

WErLtiCeimoye Js. RandaWle Nichols an ithe laseerssues of Viewpoints 

This article interested me because it did not»consist in’ speculations 

and predictions about personalities or events in the coming power struggle. 

Ratner lo. totOcuseona character isi LcSaOtmeLneeRepub 1 Can wld GE Vesa Gee Suel Oder 

PeoVIsny Se telnieaAgLecmencawitl sseveralsou Mi eeNEChOLS = ObsSenvalions a LOL 

example, that this party should purge away all dross, reactions, me-tooism, 

NecemeGnOoes, BancdmOocietircac lOns swhiCchebec oudsLhnemtruesnalLure sands DlLace oD 

Chesmovement. | HOWeVGr imam nol. Quite Sucre aboutahis analysts OL Che basic 

problem, and hence, [also wonder about his proposed solution. 

Peamaybe the spopularsthing to; recard politics as ~asbattle between 

two forces, each of which seeks to reach the same common goal, only ahead 

ComchCmMmoLlo@ecnecaplyetlcimeiceOlLieCle  . MavyebemcomnoneuOssees LNG DaLreres 

Pomc UnnoESewiOev Te enor etne cher roleegn the Nation seprogresstowardegen— 

eral welfare. ~ But,-ts this habit the source’ of the problem of the Republican 

Darley ? 

Pemialosmeneo wl MageS Om alatoglTes. Of lunearity,) progress, Ore race -track 

ace, taulty. §'Perhaps other amages “or analogies) could betcreated and so help 

PeColeCmsOmseceCm tempat ies slitee NCWaway. .bUC = Leone tne linear analogy the 

Republican party seems regressive, will this appearance change if we change 

Ehemana log yam WiaAted sUnereiis jal flaw also. ane thes party 1tsebre 

LE tihe wRepublican party is indeed thew iconservative!wparty by def— 

Pie LOn tec anes aInctVvommasmmoce. tian Iansiechonplus criticismeg Can it dis= 

agree with liberalism about where the nation is going? Can it do more 

Plane jus weoLlcersce cil Toni. betier= Salem amore smocderatemand tradreronal 

means of achieving the common self-evident goal? Can conservatism offer 

paced laGho1ce.: fiks ma «mere eCcoOncrective,, can! chils perty stand ay legitimate role? 

Liberalism challenges us with the aim of progress toward a society 

of selfless, humble, common mén, built on interdependence, redistribution, 

end. cuanancecd stn lfiviiments ofa tiemneeds s¥, hemliberali partys 1 Sepreparedate 

enange basicmseruckuresmoL American jlawiein) order (conpachieverehas;,eand are 

not concerned about the cost. Do we basically agree with this, and quibble 

ChLy. abovuawni ch iparty s(becauseromesomne: vaguer diupfterences \Misebest ablerto 

achieve it? Or do we oppose thereto another goal and means? Do we want 

Pim lodtmesSOCECT V giO lms Chem lOc hon om OsWe sSCCuiia A nalorino@oLaoraVvesNew 

Mon OsOLeLimCCUNSSODML IOI Ores laesOMmewOLIeC aCe rms 7 

* * * * * * * * x * 





Vol }., Neo c 

THE TRAINING OF THE MINISTER: WHAT IS ESSENTIAL? 

The reader will find this issue of Viewpoint entirely given over 

Coe CEO eCONSECerALDON OL Wilat Mist -be.aeccolralsqucestronm. Lor cull 

OL ussat sPrincetonsSeminary. “This is done an-the interests of 

continuing and broadening such trialogue as already exists 

between students, faculty and administration, to the end that all 

NMC aero eC eet CONC GEOL CULL EDmLDOSC Itc OES ariSt rete ron, 

GCeOtmttCmumde rE Stanartnaseor Chose, WLU whom they Wolk. 

Letters were sent to _ selected faculty members, administrative 

personnel and students in mid and latter November asking them to 

consider tn writing the significance of the question,."The 

Goi eo eet omit hoi Goma Widte slo sel: baie ev TeOWDOL Mo iit PUuCeS 
In'this issue a number of the “responses. The phrasing of the 

Guest don. wasecel1beracel yevogue, leavingy the frespondes -cordeal 

Witte tai newcasmiannehesil tte iiss pOStTuLOn and preconceptions. 

Pndivicdualsawho CONntnLouced  hepresent, as Can be readriy moved, 

aewlde variety Of pos#rions and’ anterpretations. Out’ of their 

time and effort we present this issue to YOU, the reader. 

The editors wish to thank Messrs. Armstrong, Beker, Andrews, 

Archibald, Crawtord, Burcler, Macky, Doering, Hiltner, Ralph; stevens, 

Freund-and Miss Mead for their timely and itnecisive thoughts on 

Chis Import eanteGuestlon sl FoOmM  anonGg OU OW number, we recognize 

Howard, Friend for the considerable ‘correspondence which the incurred 

sigh Vavegave pilates Velehiich sWeyeibiey iaieh jeheecisy 

Tiessiciatons 



James F. Armstrong, Registrar, Associate Professor: of Old Testament 

"Training the Pastor: What is Essential?" proved to be a somewhat 

difficult topic, partly because the ancéendecemeaning  iSenote a COgeEne. 

cléar. I assume, of course that "training"! stands» not for instruction in 

routine performance but for edudation broadly conceived. 

At first glance the subject ssems to concern itself with the goncréte 

details of a theological education for the parish minister. If weé.adopt 
such an approach, however, we immediately find ourselves lodged in the 

morass of curriculum, with no means of escape in sight. My own files con- 

tain many curricular schemes, each constructed according to someone's 

notion of the ideal educational program. When set forth in terms of spe- 

cific areas and courses, all of these program designs falter and collapse. 

Some would be helpful only to a particular student, not infrequently the 

author of the plan; others. clearly havevinymind® the: “ordinary escudenus 

a theoretical construct that rarely,.exists in bone-and flesh...” [T°shallewirsn 

to make a few remarks about curriculum, but they must follow upon prior 
considerations. 

The basic question, it seems to me, 1S not what .is essential to the 

training but what .is essential to the? pastor. Ss Just what SoOrteot. ay pro 

fessional person is the pastor to be? We all are aware that. in recent 

years the role of the parish minister has come under searching. scrutiny, 

and opinions concerning his work and worth vary widely. (The unhappy end 

at which investigations of the ministry sometimes arrive is visible ina 

“recent report issued by a committee of the General Assembly. The group, 

able and dedicated churchmen all, worked for six years and conducted seminars 

across the country, only to produce a document that in the most charitable 

terms must be called a colossal failure.) It is entirely possible, of 

course, that many of the contemporary doubts about the ministry reflect 

the minister's own self-doubts; nevertheless, a problem does exist that 

must be squarély faced. 

I would suggest that if the ministry is to be "restored" to a place 

of influence and meaningful service, it will be necessary for our seminaries 

to send forth men who manifest a good measure of independencd@ and creativity, 

who are capable of functioning purposefully and knowledgeably in situations 

that range from thevhyper—structuredsros tne hyper—flulc ss Pernaps=s cis 

"type" can be characterized by the shopworn adjectives "self-confident" 

and "mature." You may have the descriptive words that will serve far better. 

No single educational pattern can provide the soil from which this 

type of minister must of necessity emerge. It may be possible to construct, 

however, some patterns that will make the absence of the desired traits 

at least unlikely. More than this we certainly cannot ask. Since people 

come to maturity and self-confidence in different ways, I personally am 

inclined to favor the kind of program that combines maximum independence 

with informed guidance. A theological program must have some objectives 
that relate to the substance of academic inquiry; these must be clarified, 

but the pathways to them should not be unduly limited. It is my: suspicion 
‘that our own course of study still remains too rigid in form, although I am 

not sure just how ready we are to implement one that is less structured. 



We mustnot* deceive ourselves by placing our emphasis solely on the form 

Of pastoral education, thinking thereby to have disposed of the problem.sra 

LeonaninmOLeewOldDOULPCOULeM Ul atSO M1ignteoe =n order. Tr must be granted, 

Delleve@e that etne miniseer does not Study pDipiwicad, historreal, and theo-— 

logical subjects primarily to become a vendor of sams phe physician’ s 

goal is not to teach his patients medicine; ie Da yee eee SD heels O Lalo 

Pistmictl i Los CllencCSomi ne ticealt Of Jurisorucence- neicner ts the pastor 

Caulod ecole al retaLtler of the church: Sacracie Ss SeCmMs sbO ine. Cha. 

Pnemecssent tale pULDOSeGsOL LNCOlLOgICa beSLucy tom vene Minister is this: to 

Soc fomilinmeOlCKCLC locm ii CIC sMOder nl worlousa miuitce: Vathat will be true to 

lem iceOm uci LCN O LeENCmCOUL Chasm OUCH sOmnMi? ot yaw el ovOLye Oreaciy nc, 

BeachiinG pecounse ling, administratiron, ana sa nost Of OLner activities. 

Guidance in the prosecution of these tasks met come from many source 

both ancient and modern. In the final analysis, however, the AEM Ear 

must achieve tor himself an integration of his rol: 

kind of integration that he can live with, defend, a 

again, no theological program can guarante 

attained or, if 1t iS in some measure attaine 

We can, however, do more than presently is 

Pl Cwm lilo, Cteelingetiat sour General, & 

Moreno pLeCChhVCmlSeC.um Are OLesecou ney «atc a 

decalls,eand thus they Serve as tests of the memory. 1 h 

CoC mis ede jOCMeht Cha tmlas: NO; suppOrtD Ime ce tat toes = i 

puoi Couey eC Cathemestmplei recd Uh and rec O £ 
examinations will achieve a useful Silex 1 Li tne cauca 

when they demand a personal integration of r Deak 

appeal not to the conformist in us but to the innovat 

kh 

(D ¢t May iN; 
i? 

eT - Fee W) oO Oo ww ee | 

Sct si is 

CO much oriented toward specific 

h lave no quarrel with 

BGs) Aivloig spa siake eae ie! 

Sesto ui Se OUr 

Sibert DL Looror ry L 

SOC Che Wile hase ney 

These remarks may be random ian the extreme; they certainly do not serve 

romans wer sLiGCrOUeSsLI Ole thatwehas, Deen, DOsSecd.  retiape, Bowever, Lt 1 were 

to "give" an answer (which I do not have), I would betray the very purpose 

Coote seehmcOoscnuOorce., 

# # 32 ae ge oS ~ ~ ~ *~ 

Ser cirristraAan seKker, Visltcing sProressor of New 

My tear for theological education 1s that as more programs are added 
co the theological curriculum, we will know Jess and tess about more and 

more; that we will increasingly become technicians of professional skills, 

more worried about relevance and communication to ethers than about self- 

Poor oOpmIacl One andssel -Letmectul One My Ope: COChm loge tice sm IcOlLOgiLCca | 

Siicacloniwwl.. foster «MaLure= manhood, i.e. Men, who, after graduation stand 

for something-—-however sSsmall--within the scope of the Christian tradition; 

men, who have gained a measure of self-knowiedge, which enables them to 

Peabvze their particular abilitics and limitations; men,? who Know when Co 
be serious and when to be gay; who are more honest about their ignorance 

than vetbose about their pretensions. 

In accordance with this hope I suggest teaching on the basis of more 

and more small seminars, where the ability to think and appropriate can be 

Pose CUT ice tawould ce~emponasize, one large elassroom—leccuring, where 

PiLocnee tonmoatiering wloedUcntttyereplaces, Ehemnecd ror reflective learning 



| 

in quality. The library--not the classroom-is the place for such information) 

gathering. 

Donald lL. ALcchI Cala, slow omeCancLtdace 

The training Of.a pastor in the biblical orinciple by which nis. soe 
and devotional life can be enriched and exercised is the first of any essen 

tials we might name, Carroll Wise sayc, =the, central probicm.Of sche (aoc 

is not what he does for people nor yet what he does to people, but what he 

is to people."" What a’ man 1S--1s largely “determined, by nis relat onsite ce 

the Lord Jesus Christ. James Stewart remarks: 

And today af anything (will eshakerandspersuade Lie locke i, 

pernaps 1 will be not: our, arcumen US sme Uawie) ebee hea e gt emma @ 

our own conviction. And that depends always upon the reality 

Of Ollr personal COMMLEMENT CONC Oee ET Sena ora. 

This conviction of the living presence of Jesus Chridt is based upon 

our identification with the crucified, risen and ascended Lord (Gal.2:20; 

Phil 3:10< Boh.2:6) . We can call such@angexpertence mVSttCa | acevo. malian 

or religious fanaticism; but this, doeswnot destroy the rest imony oOLeman. 

Christians who have become aware of a vital relationship with a living Christ 

When a pastor preaches, counsels) onescands ot ea sb lackhoard sco lceacr. 

his people will overlook mistakes in grammar, poor structural outline, im-— 

proper methodology, if he brings to them oa vital faith which testitiessra 

the power of Christ at work in hiss litesand= reveals Goduss loves toe hem. 

No amount of scholarship, no specialized training, no string of acadenrtic 

degrees, can hide our personal relationship to our Saviour. Our people may 

not be able to explain the differences, between Barth and Bultmann ss nomene 

contributions of Bonhoeffer, but they have a way of knowing whether or not 

the Christ we proclaim is a living reality to us. They know if we are wear- 

ing a false face. 

This essential can be taught as well as many subjects. There are enougf 
Biblical passages, books and literature to make such courses academically 
acceptabte. When the doctor informs you the child has died and asks you to 

tell the parents, when you stand to proclaim the Word to people facing the 

problems of life, when you counsel with the anxious and disturbed, the help- 

fulness or errectiveness-: Ofsyoursministry wi lle beside lerminecemo. Gard moe 
personal relationship CO. Chriscecnan sb al PeVOuUrpaCdACel ema 1a ieee 

This essential, which includes une biblical sprinciples or soravereane 

identification with Christ, can not, be acquired casually, .1¢ 18 sno. niin 

portant--it is the spiritual basis of Sur minastry. Only a Vital prelataon— 

ship with the reigning Christ, nurtured by an understanding ors ther bib eee 

revelation, will provide the will, the energy and the love needed to fulfill 

our high calling. It is my prayer that this essential will become the 

essential. ae 



James E. Andrews, Assistant to the President 

Self-discipline seems to be the major need of the individual student 

PomlOUdy sel Loni se tnemscudent. 1S a0 rerleceronmote the ministry now 1n service. 

While today's student must acquire far more knowledge than his predecessors 

would have believed possible, and while he must be familiar with new and 

expebimental toOrms: Of tne church as well as a master of the history and cur= 

PoeCOULoLOlmO le CocmCOULC ia oS . ll Cenangmt TOUCGI Tmt nese: two, bDdsics, will, NoL 

be achieved without better discipline. 

Hao weomOtm De roOlclsueCvOL TON, eCONLINUCOmscilcavVeande tiie LTequlLar tultr ti 

Men emotmLesDOlst OT Lit icce depend upone them noi LcdudlestLuctur ng 1 S.at ime 

POmtiatLephlOrml Li eSecansbe met. Without cChese things, Christian commitment 

and academic achievement in individual courses will be insufficient for 

Boe JOD at hand. 

SOmCaG tie tC iOmoODpe rat OnumO late study sOLrOG Gales L Lessing ml noid Quad 

initiative and freedom, there has not been enough evidence that the student 

body as a whole is disciplining the available time so as to cover the re- 

quired materials. When students say that a ten-hour responsibility ina 

Sanpusi OO ~eOteriac teen nours in field work, takes a dangerous amount of time 

from study, then at least a part of the answer lies in a failure to exer-— 

morse; self-discipline. 

TPUuCmCmis Co Mea loam cmViaCd in Olen llc mmoUCCe Comin aeCuLtLCuULUM -ilke wnat 

mow in use at Princeton Seminary requires the organization of 33 straight 

PonLicmOlm lien Da Gem Ol somo LUCCN Es -lhOSe whou tal letOupLlOnLC by othe Summer 

period, or who look upon reading periods as extended vacations, are going 

Bose <Der) encemacacgenLG dtr iculocy ss Counc, the spages., of reading, in, the 

Pela sUsctDiLy LOcm tla teri OguLeloyetne «weeks Or Study, bDetores your Graduation. 

POWwewo li mUOCSm/ OL GEOWNEDLOGLaAM OL lpDersolals Oo 1scioline In thesmakrten of time 

move you toward adequate preparation for your general examinations? 

seDavid i. Crawford, Director of Student. Relations 

The sermon was jammed with ideas, quotes, gems, and "windows;" the 

minister gave good evidence that he had been reading that week. It was 

a Shame that he decided to unload on that single Sunday almost all the 

Prcid from his plunge toward books. 

Resuscsesimi (acecoOnmtcneu meatmlLOdium OM let ecs.descri1 bed can. besnoced 

in every phase of some: ministers’ parish task: in his conduct of public 

Moca pen ses tudveCcroupercet eCtions,ebis pro,ections Lor Session «discussion, 

Bee omeveng lien isepersonaleyisitations;andscounseling. = Propelled by the min= 

-ister's appreciative enthusiasm, many good ideas get screwed out of valuable 

|} shape while being forced into immediate use. With no extended canvas on 

Moro lmMEOm oat usmWwr eNO Ladd bescroenseliiaceralGesCanning~norl 2zons. wider than 

kseven days, a teaching elder is constantly tempted to the dilemma: "Use it 

maows, Or: lose sit forever.” 

Deco InkwoOrteti! sass themsbarmteoceasks for aabrier retlection-.on what’ 1s 



essential in the training of a pastor. A distinction between an educated ang 

an informed man may be that the former has a number of pegs well fastened to 

his mind on which to hang the facts, the ideas, and the gurmises of his studs 

which on quick glance and without incubation may seem unrelated. 

I perceive that in the new curriculum that use of a syllabus with 

typical questions, suggested reading, and an extended time span for comple- 

tion of these assignments €an be a stimulus toward meaningful study which 

Will reach out into one’s total ministry. seOulLte apart [rom ithescon en. 

of such guided independent study; there is signaficant value in the attitude 
of mind which embarks upon the method. The Princeten Seminarian can become 

aware that not everything which should bd done will be induced by an imme- 

diate deadline, be it-a weekly quiz, a term paper, a semester test. A pas- 

tor, related in-depth as he is to an amazing variety of aptitudes, needs, 

and resistance factors should have as built an’ esprit. . He harms niesca.nws 

at the point where the immediate demand of the parish schedule is the only 
stimulus that focuses his study. To paraphrase the poet, ™A man's reach 

should exceed his grasp-or what is parson for." 

During seminary years, therefore, we become more enthusiastically sadeog 

at sorting, retaining,. reappralsSing ere Gein ecler Lil be Otc loco oaius 

library and dormitory retléections 2  thiseacte cide, Of mind eicenO nO mcr 

learning, it is decisively part of spiritual sensitivity. When the intel- 

lectual life is taken not in functional daily doses but, in longer range 

nourishment we can become active helpful partisans because we see the larger 

picture. Otherwise we are bleacher fans responding with”eur cheers, depends 

ing on how.the game goes in that particulan inning. Or, “CoO jpuceltcedanotnes 

way, the new curriculum can help us develop wide angle vision. We can see 

where time is ™chronos" and where God’s Spirit actually opensit in "Kairos." | 

This. valuable possibility willenee ctakeso lscesi i. Che ssemi tie: io) eee 

his theological study as basically a "double-header" - a classroom experiencs 

with course assignments on the one hand, and some required general examina- 

tions on-the other. Li he ®sces the sy labusmss am) para—curr ici. 10y meee 

side of his regular task to best tanto s iui cy avacaclon. per1LoOds asian ameees 

to become a "functional" clergyman whose..litany is punctuated by the peti- 

tion “I.wish 1 weren't. so busy. 11 only sthere were more cine. sel) oe 

another way of viewing the new curriculum's emphasis on personal initiative 

and Bhared reflection as intentional rather than incidental, If in the threé 

privileged years of seminary we co not nourish this habit of minds ances cms 
it is unlikely that it will become an option when we are shepherds, teachers, 

prophets and servants in the parish. i 

| 

Ernest C. Butler, Jr., Special Student 

It 1s a.fact that. today God 1s calling and choosing his ministere 
from all walks of life, drawing upon the many talents and abilities that 
are possessed by all men and women. This results in a Seminary community 
that is international, polyglot and immensely varied as to candidate capa- 
bilities, capacities and needs. 



Tt-1s fitting that the shaping ofthese = candidates be approached in 

such a manner, so as’ to (1) permit the candiate an opportunity to use and 

improve his talents; (2) provide the opportunity to develop and become pro- 

Ed COPeoNtmert sCiOscCewit mice OG ESIC lacks mena uUra ULy, Cli s=WwOULldmDe rd RCOmp Lex 

Phoebe LUD GOCeSowmOUGEeOUL DCraGhtevcc meat beast ethombpeg iMiningsetnerect, 

by the following improvements: 

1. A more comprehensive counseling session (counselor-candidate) 

whereinsthe candidate may ‘have an opportunity to choose a more individual 

study program, suited to his or her needs and yet reflecting the basic 

requirements of the Seminary (in the past some of the counseling sessions 

never happened or were conducted in a state of tension bordering panic). 

2. A review of this sesSion and the candidate's progress at the end 

of the first semester for re-direction and re-evaluation. 

3. An internship program as required which will provide experience 

Porm NOsSCawWwiOsiader rte hes OLsiOrchiuUrCciwmexper lence, sal! ODpCrLullty =tomacsr— 

milate some of the future problems he will meet. 

4. iIncrease*the following: “study of the English” Bible’ (isn't this 

the tool of the trade?); and musica study—--many pastor are launched forth 

im church situations where’ no local talent’ or knowledge exist." It is’ then 

Poiempaston Saucy. ctOmleaccu Ene Way. 

5. Today, many pastors are over—loaded by “counseling requirements 

within the parish. More and more of the emotionally disturbed are seeking 

out @heir pastors for help. Clinical training and experience, I believe, 

should be mandatory so as to provide the pastor with the capability ae 

meeting eis tee eS) Chesesneedsmetoetnesqualvin cd: ams ie 

Should not the training of a minister reflect the dynamics and the 

needs of the times? The church today is being challenged in such a manner 

as never before, and under such complex and widespread conditions. Let, 

thenye thes preparation of those who would accept the, challenge be so mnstitutéded 

* * * we *& * * %e * * 

PeterveMacky, =e lust cuctorein- BibJacals studies 

One essential is that the pastor begin to be theologically educated. 

The difference between training and education is the crucial point here. 

Prainengeas, the= acquiringsand=sharpenings of skills» so that the- pastor 

Ganeperrormacertailngtasksaatithateisecertaimlyenecessary . WA prior,essen— 

Gidiwhowever, Ls=that the=pastonm be* educated: 

The meaning of being "educated theologically" is ambiguous.and thus 

personals == My meaning 1s=somethning Iakes=the foblowing<ye the pastorumust 

INOW New aslCrcavas Ollie OlLogy,, b1011CGaly Historically ’sSystematicy and 

Practrtcalsit Orders tofpeceables to takemarstancesthat is his own? (Many’men 

come to seminary with someone else's viewpoint which they accepted on a word 

of authority. It is the task of the theological education to point out the 

Gteticuities of that viewpoint along withthe strengths» and weaknesses of 

eEvarnetyeOreOLnCr = cicOLOog1catmsotances.=§ "Ol lyewien the student tSssacguainted 
with the facts in each area and is stimulated and encouraged to think through 

them in’ dialogque* with other members”-of the community will he begin’ to’ be 

educated. 



The desired result of this process will be that the pastor has his feet 

solidly on the ground, knowing where he stands and why he stands there. His 

proclamation of the Gospel and 3ts ethical results will then come from the 

center of his own life and thought and not from someone else's sermons, 

theology, or experience. 

One important task in this educational process is,.the avoidance of a 

lowest-common-denominator method. There are those who come from colleges 

where their education truly had a beginning: they were stimulated to think, 

to argue, to draw their own conclusions. These students have a great head 

start on others who, due to various causes, were trained in college rather 

than educated. The approach of the latter to thedlogical education will be 

very different from that of the former and #heir different needs should 

be. reflected win-ditferant .~rograms: an ethe scum culms pe lhds BUS Cee 

for compulsory segregation, but for much greater flexibility so that those 

who learn best by reading can,.largely be left -to .,eading, «hose who tneed 

thewouidance of Jectures can ise lect #lecture courses). ctc. 

Finally there needs. to be much more guidance available to students, 

especially on the question of what the Seminary is trying to do and how the 

student is to fit his aims and needs into the programs offered. 

* * * *& * * # * * & 

George +R. Doering, tJlyeo DewoceDLorL 

There are three things which come to mind which I feel are important 

in the itraining wi.a. pastor... This, 1s,not.tousay that there, aresonly ures 

or that for everyone these three are thesmost important. 

The. first is choice: {every man, orswomanwcomes stosseminanywawirrne 

specific background, educationally, religiously, and personally. There 

must be available in a seminary education the opportunity for each person 

to grow to maturity from whatever, level he may be -on wheai.he-arnivessat 

seminary. With people at different levels of maturity a curriculum must 

be flexible enough to accommodate each individual in the system. I per- 

sonally feel. that, the new curriculum, provides) thissimportants.oppormtund ta: 

of enhancing the. areas, of weakness ,both;,educationally and, spiritually, 

The sedond is prioritiesss sThiss isi¢notssomethings thatecansbesataucnm 

in a course. Each seminary student must have goals and therefore priori- 

ties. "Ali thingss,are. lawfiul,soutanot all-thingssarerexpedienia. ms anere 

are many times in our seminary careers when we must make decisions: what 

courses we should take, what kind of work we should do, or how we should 

use our, freeatime.) Tf weshateraysenseayof priorityaands direction, piers 

the. so called."insignificant thangs,.of.lifet take,on new, meaning. 

The third is relevance: I think there is a need to be more relevant, 
both. on. the part. of the faculty,and students...Many times_it.te.difficuit 
to see how the abstract facts of theology have any bearing whatsoever on 
the perplexities of life. I do not wish to be spoon fed the relevance of 
theological ideas or doctrines, but in some classes the tie between the ab- 
stract facts and the concrete situations could be more clearly indicated/ 



There is also the need for students to think through their seminary education 

Many times the concepts and facts have been internalized without thinking 

through the consequences of these ideas. Then when the&e are presented in 

a specific situation and their meaning becomes clear, many seminary students 

are “surprised” at what they have been taught. 

# * * we & # fa e & w 

Seward Hiltner, Professor of Pheolooyscdndsrersona viucy, 

What! sa eCsSenti al wim theveducatvonwor wrainingvorethe: pastor as 

whatever will enable him, when at his work, to continue appropriate and 

effective learning during the course of his work as member of a “learned" 

PLoress lon waWnetoucrmatoce Carninguhe continuesmto, do comesitromynis reading, 

from analytical reflection on specific professional experiences, or from 

Dessocdinary: li femasmaucicizen, tamrlyemember. Christian worshipper, or 

anything elsé, he will so ref@ect as to broaden his understanding and 

learning, deepen his sympathies and his faith, loosen his rigidities and 

défenses, and make firmer his fundamental commitment. It is not the pri- 

Pan VveeeunCt? OleOmLomoemi nan eelail Ni NG etc nico LO wMake. no Meant sc tan? 

Clg Come itsm pe ~s Ola bepract | COmOtmI SEChi Ts anecOonvscCuLons-=-—alth ough 

thesSeminary ought not to impede him imegthese pursuits. . He is a Christian, 

Iake@eanyeochereCch Gy stan. He .ougnt,, evens ainmeseminary, tosreckonPywith ethe 

"world," which is, sometimes, ‘the Seminary and its proper academic require- 

ments. 

Buu when sewer askenow sthemstudent..1s ‘tomtbertaught, and*asi to learn, how 

POm OO loach nopeeciliabe LSipanGneLerente questioner *lOmcii1 se Chere tise no: auto— 

Matic. answer y But frankly, I am discouraged.. Students seem to want pre- 

backaqino ye Wiles recaLniingsucomplecemtreedomsto -dip. om not to dip./s.0ur 

Deescite geneLatllon Ol scucents while ymore ante bigent. than any- lectured 

BOM VEC at ecmiodde me sccicn LO Meme Ve Gunelesse LOmbesi cts UNcem nitilative 

MecCesSaly elOndnvVecluly propery PLrOress1Onaleconception Of educationws syvou 

like to be stimulated and you like to be entertained (and I am in favor 

Smsbocieeteethe -=-taculty. can make Lt); but am never quite sure vou. getsthe 

Bolin atOTrmaciemraculucyerceotroat «= Moresortens than lewishs were@ true, Trchink 

you are victims of our current organization=man psychology, dependent 

Gharacters who want to get) enough= milky from’ the= Seminary breast* to last 

VoUmUenemCesCsO ls OULM IT VCS meDiLCInGatieunipplerissnoe suri el ent disproor 

Oe VOule CULUCeMOuULVCs mile O Ves yOU—-—puta cha blenge™ your tor proves wrong] my 

Suspicions. 

kat a * # # * # *& * * # 

Marcena Mead, M.R.E., Senior 

Jane (age 9): Pastor, what does it mean to be a Christian? 

Pastor: (Pause) (mumble) (panic!) Well, Jane, Christianity poses the an- 

Swers to the very question of the nature of our existence. As such,.we must 

first understand the nature of essence.... 

A little extreme? Maybe....maybe not? 

Problem: By the very nature of the call of Christ, we must communicate 



ourselves to the world in which we live. We as human beings manage to get 

in our own way quite significantly. 

Soitit.O0s ene ee 

What is a pastor? A person grasped by the mystery and reality of God 

in Christ and in response, compelled Co share 10 as) best he? Canewithahloece os 

low men. Limited by our humanity, theological education has the essential 

responsibility of *quirding Us” toward) a" beccer understanding Olmcne oot me 

"T", that we might use that being as well as we can to communicate the mes- 

sage which is ours. 

Lest this statement be misunderstood, I do not intend to posit an apol- 

ogy for a department of the extended depth psychology of the seminary studen®@ 

(though that's not a bad idea). Rather I would suggest that the seminary 

has the responsibility of demanding integrity of its students. In an ele= 

mentary way, this statement assumes that the student must understand himself, 

the world, and his message--all essential elements--all part of the education 

as it now stands. The challenge, it seems to me, is not in gaining an under-= 

standing of the various fields of study, but in drawing on them in the devel@ 

ment of an untegrated person. ~ [tu seems, to mestilatl Lie learetlost so mL 

message iS in its communication, whether Tt be teaching, preaching, pastora. 

counseling, etc.” If it is not’ shared, its validity must) be questi cic. 

it 1s Tiot practical, 1ewonmler DiC SeunCmoliees Gilcahiei Ice 

Admittedly, my bias toward the speciticearea of Christiane toucat ome 

immedfately’:apparent. But, insofar as a successful communication of the mes 

sage is based on a knowledge of history, theology, and the Bible, an under- 

standing,of persons, how they learn and grow in relation to the world, and 

a sensitivity to) the love of .God-—all antegral toma personalitvw whi-chiecs 

frees tosbe: anvolvyed; invand Chap ce by other personalities-—-its, very,attemp 

démandsiantegraty. a 

f>would be quick to say that there are other approaches to such person- 

hood,cand insofar as. a person demands this of himself, he can approach it 

from many angles. From my own bias, however, the discipline of Christian ; 

education dnherently involves an integrity which can be easily avoided in 

a more departmentalized theological education. / 

Essentially then, we must communicate the message of Géd"s love in 

Christ--but as persons, what we communicate is ourselves--our own beings. 

We can't get away from what we are. Therefore, inthe Broadest of the 

sense of "self," let us learn all we can from ourselves, evaluate those 

selves as objectivély as we can, accept them in their” Limitations and pocen— 

tial foo growth--and use that self as best we can in the communication of 

the message given us; 

* * * * * * * * * * 

Kenneth Ralph) Bl Dye eon 

I would say that the most essential element in the seminary training 

of a pastor is the cultivated awareness that the real training takes place 
after graduation and not before:.it. 

‘* she” es minale +e te ie e te +e e 



John Stevens, B.D., Senior 

IPANenOussuLeceCldauelicLe are danyvespecuttcelnings Witch. bssioulLdesima Le 

OU aDOVeEsOLNeCromasmocimGg Escsentraltomethestparning OfMa pastor melewould 

PRReeLOnsuggestm however, out Of deéep=convirction, that the most “important 

Slemente net ne ticagning Orathne astorsicsethaty this training take place =in 

an atmosphere of respect.and enthusiasm for the parish ministry. 

The atmosphere in which a man studies can in many ways determine the 

Cec VvVOteiT om Livuc tly @LOLeNidlysVCarcmeart Cte Lica pero OL tralmingenas 

ended. I am not so concerned about how intellectually brilliant we are 

as pastors, as I am about how passionately we want to be pastors. How 

much do we want to involve ourselves personally with men and women? How 

Sincere are we in our desire to see these people related to Jesus Christ 

in a meaningful and saving way? Are we willing to laugh and cry with men; 

to share in their exultation and desperation? Are we willing to extend our- 

selves to men and to be touched by them in return? In other words, how 

willing are we to live with people as their pastor? 

The Church has always been in need of renewal, and so this day is 

no different from those in the past. Men have wandered in the wilderness 

before, yet, God has never failed:to anoint men to the task of récalling 

those who are lost and have gone astray. The pastor’ is a shepherd to his 

DeCoL cy ice bomtiCliaeloddciag thelimetcacieveandeuhorr sSorvValti. slnerpastor 

is the one called to guide the Church to the land which has been appointed 

Ome tre 

Pic LalmtiCOfesuch #d 7Man emus be=sCcarriedsouLtsin) an jatmospnere iin 

which there is a Sincere awareness of the excitement and importance of 

Sain lc agen vest OO COCM rns L NO wi rOn tml NemO tect Nem GhULCh Seba tt Cart OG 

renewal and conversion. There is a desperate need for an atmosphere within 

the seminary that encourages men to look hopefully to the parish, rather 

than an atmosphere which tends to smother the student's enthusiasm with 

PeSsi Mi scmmancmdesparr eel Nercwis a ecrucial meedetor van wacmocpnere in. the 

SemiiraiagewichmoOin tome tO slice Dd ll Sima Se cap Lace co since OmslicemOs trecECa— 

tive and talented men in the Church, as a place full of need and:talso full 

oOPepromiuse:. 

#e m9 fe * fe ae * e & * 

BLnest@errenund.,)b. D. eoenLor 

The answer which first comes to mind in considering this question, 

is that of training in the realm of the academics, namely in biblical’ know- 
ledge and theology. Perhaps not so quickly thought of as an essential in 

training, is the need for development of ability in using the.tools and 

Pech ques, OlLUsLUGY. saliltcmmele hinkgmis Cqualycogthnes importance ,of content 

as the key to scholarship throughout one's ministry. Nor should one deny 

the importance of training in the techniques of both written and verbal 

Sxpressron. sebuL, Ore lLieceessentialenaturesofathesemer think. «we are “allopretty 

much aware. 

Peso da TKemLOuMecneCronmevOnOLChNere oSssenttals..1n parcicuiar,. there— 



fore, which I feel are often underplayed, namely, training which develops 

self-knowledge and self-affirmation, and training which instills a spirit 
of Christian commitment. These are the €ssentials which set the pastors 

trainangeapart atyom, Che wraining 1 tole otier proressi one. 

The. importance’ of séilt—knowledge ts nelaced. tO the factyuhats dso em 

pastor ones total person is involved “He issnct a Scientist, he =caneng. 

depend on content and laws of procedure, and techniques alone. The key 
to his effectiveness depends rather on the security and personal adjust- 

ment... 1..dO.mot mean to suggest that onelcan be. trained Yin percona tars 

anyone, tolian sone Cangbe Pirated Ce betagChr Lotion but cme ues 

one can. be guided and directed in terms of realistic understanding of 

strengths and weaknesses, motives, and defences, and these as related to 

his role as. a pastor. It may be apparent .1n my saying this that =) amecone 

of these products ,.of a quarter of Clinical Training.  Acmittediy, te ane 

Because of it I am strongly impressed with the idea that in order to re- 

late to individuals as a pastor, one must first be secure in terms of 

self-understanding, i1.e€., self-affirmation. To the extent that one is 

threatened by the words and feelings of OCthers, he will be ineffective 

and less able to deal freely and creatively with the needs of such per- 

sons. His openness to the ideas and expression of others will likewise 

be contingent upon his own sense of security. , Certainly, self-knowledge 

is not ajmst sacquived vin .thescontexc oOrmrormatecrai eno yw bit reel ome ee 

it is not until one has studied and analysed his own responses and reac- 

tions sto .thers «sand theirs tounina and the reasons soening abot mciaL 

he makes really constructive strides (and often the very painful ones) 

along the route of pastorship. 

The second essential, that of deepening commitment, is also not some- 

thing, which is normally thought ofr nethe res ln or traiting sete ie 

seems to me that often the real learning, the more serious assimilation,is 

notround in terms .of mere objective eontent, sour is the soirrecporethic 

professor who teaches the subject. When one speaks of the "great" courses 

on this campus) the’ popularity —1s,usueally based not so much on tneesul— 

ject as on the person teaching the courses. (Grasp of (the sub ject<tesun- 

doubtedly of key importance, but the spirit of the man who teaches it-- 

his concern and interest for the students, and the sense of openness 

and Christian commitment instilled through his teaching--are equally 

needed. These are the men who inspire. and who give the intangible ele- 

ment, the depth which 1S "so essential” in’ the” pastor, 

* * # #e ca * *& e * % 

A New Member on the Staff of Viewpoint 

The editors welcome into their company a new member, Junior Randy 

Nichols. Mr. Nichols is already familiar to the reader for his frequent 

contributions to this publication thus far this year. In such articles 

as "Polis and Poles," and "The Dishonest Scholar’ he has demonstrated 

Sagacity and wit, and wide-ranging interests in socio-political as well as 

theological matters. We are happy to have him among our number, and look 

forward to his journalistic acumen in coming months, 
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